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Alaska Daily

I Have No Idea What You're Talking About, Eileen

When Eileen suddenly has the opportunity to confront her longtime professional nemesis in Alaska, she
defies her boss's orders and jeopardizes the integrity of the entire newspaper. Simultaneously, Roz follows
a promising new lead on Gloria's case.

Erica Freed Marker, ACE, Editor

Alaska Daily

Rush To Judgement

When a new finding makes a familiar face the top suspect in Gloria Nanmac's case, Eileen and Roz hustle
to report first. Meanwhile, Austin and Claire follow Conrad Pritchard's trail to figure out what he is really up
to in Alaska.

Sheri Bylander, ACE, Editor

American Gigolo

Pilot

After 15 years in prison, former gigolo Julian Kaye is suddenly exonerated from a wrongful murder
conviction and released with no interest in the life he had, no chance at the life he wanted, and no idea
who framed him.

John Axness, Editor
Miriam Kim, Editor

Andor

Announcement

As the Empire reels from the impact of the Aldhani heist, Senator Mon Mothma is more exposed than ever.
After a reality check from Luthen, she orchestrates a bold move to financially secure the Rebellion’s future
at a cocktail party at her home on Coruscant.

Frances Parker, ACE, Editor

Andor

One Way Out

As the Narkina 5 prisoners engineer a harrowing escape, Cassian learns he can lead and inspire, and shift
leader Kino Loy finds his voice. In Coruscant, Luthen articulates the cost of his double life.

Simon Smith, Editor



Andor

Reckoning

Cassian’s desperation to avoid arrest leads him to rebel recruiter Luthen Rael. With Imperial authority in
pursuit, they form a hasty alliance and make an explosive getaway. Cassian’s escape from Ferrix is
Interwoven with childhood flashbacks that recount the dramatic day he met Maarva, his mother-to-be.

John Gilroy, ACE, Editor
Tim Porter, ACE, Editor

Andor

Rix Road

The hunt for Cassian, by both Empire and Rebels, intensifies in the wake of his mother’s death. He returns
to Ferrix and rescues Bix. Maarva’s funeral becomes more than civic ritual; her self-eulogy ignites the
flames of unrest into outright rebellion. Back in Coruscant, Mon Mothma makes a heartbreaking sacrifice.

Yan Miles, ACE, Editor

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

Like Angels Put In Hell By God

Lestat attempts to make amends with Louis. The vampire family decides to live together once more. A
surprising action from Lestat leads the family to decide to leave New Orleans, once and for all. In Dubai,
Molloy has a shocking realization.

Janet Weinberg, ACE, Editor

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire

The Thing Lay Still

The vampires' eccentricity and agelessness has attracted unwanted attention, so Lestat decides they
should leave New Orleans. Claudia manipulates Lestat into throwing an elaborate Mardi Gras ball before
they depart.

Leo Trombetta, ACE, Editor

Anne Rice's Mayfair Witches

The Thrall

Trapped in the First Street House, Rowan and Sip must confront its many mysteries in order to escape.
Rowan grapples with an inconceivable offer. Sip's sister Odette makes a horrifying discovery.

Andy Morrish, Editor

Bad Sisters

The Prick

John Paul is dead. The Garvey sisters think it’s all behind them—but the insurance men have questions.

Isobel Stephenson, Editor



Bel-Air

Don’t Look Back

The Banks family comes together for the announcement of the Founder's Award; Will embraces moving
forward in an unexpected way.

Marc Wiltshire, Editor

Bel-Air

Under Pressure

External dilemmas throw Carlton and Will off track and prevent them from fully preparing for the Founder's
Award.

Nicole Vaskell, Editor

Better Call Saul

Saul Gone

The series finale.

Skip Macdonald, ACE, Editor

Better Call Saul

Waterworks

The stakes are raised when a discovery is made that will send shockwaves far and wide.

Chris McCaleb, ACE, Editor
Joey Liew, Editor

BMF

New Beginnings

Meech and Terry finally handle Detective Bryant, Lamar, and B-Mickie before charting the next big step for
BMF’s expansion, which will change the course of their relationship forever.

Andrea Folprecht, ACE, Editor

The Boys

Here Comes A Candle To Light You To Bed

As Butcher revisits the horrors of his past, everything's changing as never expected for Homelander.
Soldier Boy is searching for the other old Payback members to slay. Black Noir pays his animated friends a
visit.

Ian Kezsbom, ACE, Editor

The Boys

Herogasm

Butcher and Hughie shoot up V24 as they head to Vermont with Soldier Boy. Starlight and MM discover
that TNT are hosting Herogasm, an annual orgy for supes and sex workers, and potential carnage. As they
all converge on the house of debauchery, Homelander’s arrival leads to the ultimate battle.

Tom Wilson, ACE, Editor



The Boys

Payback

One year following Stormfront's public controversy, Butcher and the Boys now work as contractors for
Neuman's Bureau of Superhero Affairs in order to apprehend problematic Supes, with Hughie acting as
their liaison.

David Kaldor, Editor

The Calling

He's Gone

An NYPD detective on a spiritual mission to do justice delves into the life of a missing boy after his mother
reports his disappearance.

Douglas Crise, ACE, Editor

The Calling

The Horror

Avi expands his search for Vincent, uncovering hidden truths behind every apartment door; Dania’s
intentions are questioned; Janine digs deeper into Avi’s backstory.

Tom Wilson, ACE, Editor

Carnival Row

Kindred

Torn between his Human and Fae sides, Philo makes a choice.

Alex Luna, Editor

Chucky

Chucky Actually

Back in Hackensack for the holidays, the 3 Amigos receive a special gift. Tiffany plots her escape.

Lisa Grootenboer, CCE, Editor

Citadel

Secrets In Night Need Early Rains

Season finale. While Kyle and Nadia’s daughter is held hostage by Dahlia, they infiltrate a nuclear
submarine, thwarting Manticore’s plans to acquire nuclear weapons, and eventually getting their daughter
back. When Kyle’s memory is restored, the mole’s identity is revealed, and a connection between Kyle and
Dahlia has far-reaching consequences.

Ruthie Aslan, Editor
Peter B. Ellis, ACE, Editor
Robert Lanford, Editor
Kiran Pallegadda, Editor



City On Fire

Brass Tactics

A college student is shot in Central Park on July 4, 2003. The investigation connects a series of mysterious
citywide fires, the downtown music scene, and a wealthy uptown real estate family fraying under the strain
of the many secrets they keep.

Jeff Granzow, ACE, Editor

City On Fire

We Have Met The Enemy, And He Is Us

A college student is shot in Central Park on July 4, 2003. The investigation connects a series of mysterious
citywide fires, the downtown music scene, and a wealthy uptown real estate family fraying under the strain
of the many secrets they keep.

Matt Ramsey, Editor

The Company You Keep

The Truth Shall Set You Free

With the tension between Emma and Charlie starting to thaw, Emma's case against the Maguires hits a
fever pitch forcing her to face the emotional hard truths she's been avoiding. Meanwhile, David has a
moment of honest clarity when it comes to his campaign and his family's dynasty.

Talia Lidia Gonzalez, MPEG, Editor

Criminal Minds: Evolution

Just Getting Started

When a family annihilator abducts a teen girl, the Behavioral Analysis Unit works the case on either side of
the country to save her. But an unlikely connection to a mysterious kit leads to a bigger investigation and
at the center of it is Penelope Garcia.

Casey Brown, ACE, Editor

The Crown

Decommissioned

After heightened public scrutiny, Charles forges a new alliance in Hong Kong. Mohamed Al-Fayed offers his
support to a newly-divorced Diana.

Richard Graham, Editor

The Crown

Gunpowder

The Queen spends quality time with Prince William. On Guy Fawkes Night, fireworks make for a perfect
distraction from Diana's BBC interview.

Amy Hounsell, Editor



The Crown

Ipatiev House

Eager to lead a newly democratic Russia, President Yeltsin tries to win the Queen's support while she
navigates new rifts in her marriage with Philip.

Simon Brasse, Editor

The Crown

Mou Mou

In 1946, an Egyptian street vendor finds inspiration in the abdicated King Edward. Years later, he eagerly
tries to integrate into British High Society.

Daniel Greenway, Editor

CSI: Vegas

The Promise

When the body of a young girl who was killed over 40 years ago is discovered at the bottom of Lake Mead,
Max Roby promises the child's mother that the CSI team will finally find justice for her daughter.

Natalie A. Boschan, Editor

Dark Winds

Ha'í í nlni

With a major suspect in custody, Leaphorn discovers that there is more to this crime than he would have
ever imagined. Manuelito faces her worst fears. Chee must make a choice between his career and his
people.

Joaquin Elizondo, Editor

Dear Edward

Paper Covers Rock

A discovery rattles Edward. Adriana prepares to say goodbye to Kojo. Amanda and Steve get closer.

Angela Catanzaro, ACE, Editor

Dear Edward

Pilot

Edward is nervous for his family’s move to LA. Lacey’s marriage is strained. Dee Dee and Zoe celebrate.
Edward’s flight departs for Los Angeles.

Geoffrey Richman, ACE, Editor

The Diplomat

The Cinderella Thing

After a hostile attack on a British vessel, seasoned diplomat Kate Wyler assumes a new role in the UK that
puts her skills — and marriage — to the test.

Gary Levy, ACE, Editor



The Diplomat

Lambs In The Dark

At Winfield, President Rayburn's plans in the Gulf have the staff on edge as tensions between a determined
Hal and a strong-willed Kate come to a head.

Agnès Challe-Grandits, Editor

Echo 3

Flyaway

In the aftermath of a joyous wedding gone awry, the bride goes missing in South America and the military
men in her family vow to find her.

Alex Márquez, ACE, Editor
Lee Haugen, Editor

1899

The Storm

Daniel asks Maura for something she doesn’t understand. Olek and Ling Yi steer the ship before a tragedy
occurs. Elliot’s identity comes to light.

Denis Bachter, BFS, Editor

The Equalizer

Justified

After she receives a mysterious note, McCall makes the painful discovery that her father's death wasn't a
simple car jacking, but a planned hit, and sets out to take down those responsible. But in her quest for
justice will the Equalizer go too far?

James Kilton, Editor

Evil

Demon Of Algorithms

A single mother enlists the team to look into the potentially demonic ways the viral app TipTop is
terrorising her family.

David Dworetzky, Editor

Evil

The Demon Of Parenthood

The team responds to reports of possessed toys and electronics originating from a store. Meanwhile, David
is tasked with retrieving a hidden message that may be the key to saving the prophet Grace Ling.

Edward Chin, Editor



Evil

The Demon Of The End

The team investigates a household terrorized by a demonic infestation and is shocked when they find out
the house is next door to Kristen's; meanwhile, Kristen is surprised to learn that her frozen egg was never
destroyed.

Dan Erickson, Editor

Fantasy Island

Tara And Jessica's High School Reunion / Cat Lady

Longtime best friends, Tara and Jessica, want to rule their 30th high school reunion; Andi wants to know if
her cat BoBo loves her as much as she loves him; Roarke juggles a secret romance; Ruby and Gina spend
more time together.

David Michael Maurer, ACE, Editor

Fatal Attraction

Caregiving

The collision course Dan set for everyone around him plays out in both the past and present.

Pamela March, Editor

Fatal Attraction

Pilot

In the past Dan Gallagher notices a charming colleague. In the present he is paroled for her murder.

Rita K. Sanders, Editor

FBI: Most Wanted

Double Fault

The team springs into action to find a famous foreign tennis player after she is kidnapped from a tennis
court in Brooklyn.

Marc Pollon, Editor

Firefly Lane

Can’t Fight This Feeling

A bridal shower stirs up resentments and memories, an awkward encounter leads to a life changing
question, and a tragedy shakes teenage Kates life.

Lisa Jane Robison, CCE, Editor

Firefly Lane

This Must Be The Place

On a special day for the Mularkey family, Tully reflects on decades of work, love, grief and joy alongside
her best friend. Kate faces the unknown.

Jamin Bricker, Editor



For All Mankind

Game Changer

A commercial spaceflight company makes an announcement. The choice over who’ll command the Mars
mission leads to a shift in personnel.

Hibah Schweitzer, ACE, Editor

For All Mankind

Polaris

Nearly 10 years have passed. Danielle and Ed attend a celebration, where things take a terrifying turn.

David Bilow, Editor

For All Mankind

Seven Minutes Of Terror

The race to land first on Mars brings together unexpected allies.

Michael O'Halloran, Editor

From

Pas De Deux

Tensions run high at Colony House when word of the coming food shortage leaks out. Kristi catches
Marielle in a devastating lie. Boyd seeks out help as his mental and physical state continue to worsen. A
night at the clinic takes a terrifying and unexpected turn.

Dan Briceno, Editor

Ginny & Georgia

Kill Gil

A buried secret comes to light. Joe and Georgia reminisce. An already heartbroken Ginny overhears
upsetting news.

Christopher Minns, Editor

Godfather Of Harlem

Our Black Shining Prince

Bumpy and Chin enlist Morgenthau's help to prevent Colombo and Battle from bringing in a shipment of
heroin, guns, and cocaine. Stella must choose between Colombo and her father. Meanwhile, Malcolm X
prepares for his speech at the Audubon Ballroom.

Michael S. Stern, Editor
Will Blank, Editor

The Good Fight

The End Of A Saturday

Ri'Chard's nephew loses his bone marrow donor and it's all hands on deck at Reddick & Associates to save
his life. In the midst of the search, Liz discovers Ri'Chard has a hidden agenda.

Deborah Moran, ACE, Editor



The Good Fight

The End Of Eli Gold

Eli Gold's trial is underway, with Marissa Gold as part of his legal team. Liz and Ri'chard attempt to solidify
their working relationships leading to a surprise discovery about Ri'chard's history and Liz's father. The firm
attends a Democratic fundraiser.

Ryan Allen, Editor

The Good Fight

The End Of Everything

The office must survive after being trapped by white supremacists.

Dan Erickson, Editor

The Good Fight

The End Of Playing Games

While STR Laurie is investigated by the FBI, Liz, and Ri'Chard attempt to take their clients. As they fight to
extricate themselves from STR Laurie, Ri'chard and Liz must decide who is the head of the firm.
Meanwhile, Diane is forced to expose her PT-108 treatment.

Warren Bowman, Editor

Grey's Anatomy

Pick Yourself Up

In the immediate aftermath of shocking events at the clinic, the hospital goes on lockdown and the Grey
Sloan doctors split up to save multiple lives; Maggie lands in hot water with Winston; Jules' roommate
makes a surprise appearance.

Chad O Mochrie, Editor

Grey's Anatomy

When I Get To The Border

Bailey and Addison take a road trip to volunteer at a family planning center, but a patient's ectopic
pregnancy leads to complications. Elsewhere, the interns begin to clue in regards to Lucas's and Amelia's
relationship.

Aimee Jennings, Editor

The Handmaid's Tale

Fairytale

Set in a dystopian future, a woman is forced to live as a concubine under a fundamentalist theocratic
dictatorship. June and Luke venture into unfamiliar territory in search of information. Serena settles into
her new role and gets to know her new hosts.

Ana Yavari, Editor



The Handmaid's Tale

No Man's Land

Set in a dystopian future, a woman is forced to live as a concubine under a fundamentalist theocratic
dictatorship. Alone and isolated, June and Serena find that they must labor together in order to survive.

Aaron Marshall, CCE, Editor

The Handmaid's Tale

Safe

Under threat, June must find a way to keep herself and her family safe from Gilead and its violent
supporters in Toronto.

Wendy Hallam Martin, ACE, Editor

High School

Hello, I'm Right Here

As Tegan and Sara begin writing songs together, they grow closer in a completely new way. Feeling cast
aside, Maya tells off Tegan in the school parking lot. Sara bumps into Phoebe. Wanting to spend time with
her again, Sara asks Simone to put Phoebe’s mother at ease about them.

Roderick Deogrades, CCE, Editor

House Of The Dragon

The Green Council

After learning of a plot within the Small Council, Alicent enlists Cole and Aemond to track down a missing
Aegon – and seeks out Rhaenys as a potential ally. Meanwhile, Otto gathers the great houses of Westeros
to affirm their allegiance.

Crispin Green, ACE, Editor

House Of The Dragon

The Heirs Of The Dragon

Convinced his wife will soon give birth to a son – cementing his line of succession – King Viserys plans an
extravagant week-long celebratory tournament. Meanwhile, Princess Rhaenyra receives frank words from
her mother about her duty to the realm before welcoming uncle, Prince Daemon, who’s returned for the
festivities.

Tim Porter, ACE, Editor

Hunters

The Home

As Jonah attempts to smuggle the greatest evil out of Argentina to meet justice, we travel back in time to
war-torn Germany to the home of a peculiar old couple whose story has reverberations for Jonah’s success
or failure.

Jake Roberts, Editor



Hunters

Only The Dead

In an expansive Argentinian valley, our Hunters discover Hitler’s compound and find themselves in the
presence of ultimate evil, as a cataclysmic battle between good and evil ignites. In the past, we learn that
Meyer and Chava have met before, a truth Meyer kept from Ruth for so many years.

Marta Evry, ACE, Editor

Industry

The Giant Squid

Harper’s decision to pursue Bloom over Felim exposes larger issues between her and Eric – and the
account. Meanwhile, Yasmin pitches herself for an exciting new opportunity just as her estranged father
Charles suddenly reemerges, and Robert takes his pursuit of Nicole to another level.

Richard Ketteridge, Editor

Industry

Lone Wolf And Cub

London office confirms its merger with New York, so Harper, Eric, and Rishi pitch their small global force to
rival banks. As Yasmin readies herself for her first client meeting in her new role, she becomes engulfed in
a pressing issue at Pierpoint. Meanwhile, Gus leverages an opportunity for Leo.

Kyle Traynor, Editor

Kevin Can F*** Himself

Allison’s House

In the series finale, Allison moves north to Danforth, Maine to start a new life. Six months later after a
surprise visit from Tammy, Allison returns to Worcester to finally confront Kevin.

Maure Corey, ACE, Editor

Kindred

Dana

LA transplant Dana comes to town expecting a warm welcome from family, but she’s met with quite the
opposite.

Shannon Baker Davis, ACE, Editor
Joe Giganti, Editor

The L Word: Generation Q

Questions For The Universe

Alice, Shane and Sophie grapple with the big questions on their path to finding The One after many
missteps, heartbreaks and disappointments. Sent on a journey to understand where they’ve gone wrong,
each of them, by the end, find they’re ready to change everything.

Christal Atossa Khatib, Editor
Monique Batac, Editor



The Last Of Us

Endure And Survive

On the streets of a newly free Kansas City, Henry fights to protect his brother Sam from rebel soldiers who
will stop at nothing to appease their ruthless leader. As her manhunt continues, Kathleen doubles down on
her quest for revenge, while Ellie forms a meaningful friendship.

Timothy A. Good, ACE, Editor
Emily Mendez, Editor

The Legend Of Vox Machina

The Sunken Tomb

Vox Machina explores an ancient temple to search for their first Vestige of Divergence, a legendary weapon
they hope will aid them against the dragons of the Chroma Conclave. As they overcome a series of
dangerous encounters to reach the sunken tomb, one of the team makes a terrible mistake.

Todd Raleigh, Editor

Lockwood & Co.

This Will Be Us

After an abrupt end to her ghost-hunting training, Lucy Carlyle flees to London — where she meets two
teens who run a paranormal investigative agency.

Jonathan Amos, ACE, Editor

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power

Alloyed

Season finale. Confronted by Galadriel, Halbrand reveals he is Sauron. Nori helps The Stranger fight the
malevolent beings; her future is now tied to his journey to Rhûn. Time is running out as Celebrimbor,
Elrond and Galadriel work together, forging three rings made from mithril to save the entire Kingdom.

Stefan Grube, Editor
Cheryl Potter, Editor

Magnum P.I.

Out Of Sight, Out Of Mind

Magnum and Higgins take on a case that sends Higgins inside a psychiatric hospital. Katsumoto and his
son, Dennis, head to the mainland to look at colleges, but their trip takes a harrowing turn when a run-in
with a local turns ugly.

Martin Skibosh, Editor

The Mandalorian

Chapter 19: The Convert

On Coruscant, Dr. Penn Pershing, an ex-Imperial scientist who served under Moff Gideon, navigates a new
life in the New Republic amnesty program. Din Djarin proves his redemption after his pilgrimage to
Mandalore and the Armorer welcomes Bo-Katan - who also bathed in the Living Waters - into the covert.

Dylan Firshein, Editor



The Mandalorian

Chapter 22: Guns For Hire

Din Djarin and Bo-Katan journey to an opulent world in search of the Mandalorians that once served
alongside her. On the way they are ensnared in local politics and must solve the case of the malfunctioning
droids before they can confront the rest of the clan stationed there.

J. Erik Jessen, Editor
Dylan Firshein, Editor

The Mandalorian

Chapter 23: The Spies

As third season builds towards its climactic end, survivors come out of hiding and Bo-Katan Kryze and Moff
Gideon ascend on opposing sides. Now in possession of the Darksaber, Kryze is ready to unite her people
and retake her homeworld.

Rachel Goodlett Katz, ACE, Editor

The Mandalorian

Chapter 24: The Return

In the thrilling season finale, Bo-Katan Kryze, Din Djarin and Grogu face off with Moff Gideon and his
guards in a bid to take back Mandalore.

Jeff Seibenick, Editor
Rachel Goodlett Katz, ACE, Editor

Manifest

Inversion Illusion

As the Stones race to find the Omega Sapphire, Ben finds hope in a Calling that reunites him with a
familiar face. Zeke faces a difficult choice.

Nicholas Erasmus, Editor

Mayor Of Kingstown

Never Missed A Pigeon

In the wake of the Kingstown Prison riot, violence and chaos ensue in the newly formed tent city. Mike and
Bunny discuss what must be done to solve the leadership void on the inside. Kyle begins his new job with
the Michigan State Police.

John Coniglio, ACE, Editor

The Night Agent

The Call

While working the night action desk, FBI agent Peter receives a distress call and is soon put in charge of
protecting cybersecurity expert Rose.

Peter Elliot, Editor



The Night Agent

Fathoms

Peter and Rose are on the run after being pursued by assassins en route to the White House. As they split
up to evade their pursuers, a shocking discovery is made that puts both of their lives in jeopardy. They
must act quickly to survive and uncover the truth.

Natasha Gjurokovic, Editor

The Night Agent

Redux

More truths emerge about the bombing suspect's identity. Chelsea and Peter race to find Maddie after she
sends a video with a coded message.

Lilly Urban, Editor

9-1-1

In A Flash

A dry thunderstorm brings in a series of lightning strike emergencies and leaves a first responder's life
hanging in the balance. Athena and May go undercover at a rehab facility to help Bobby investigate his
sponsor's death.

Bryan Colvin, Editor

9-1-1: Lone Star

Double Trouble

The 126 race to rescue a woman with an arrow shot into her head. Judd is doubly surprised by news Wyatt
shares. Mateo helps a family member in need and comes to regret it.

Trey Ordoñez, Editor

1923

War And The Turquoise Tide

In the wake of the attack, Cara and the Duttons carefully plan their next move. Spencer and Alexandra
enjoy the pleasures of Zanzibar, unaware of what has happened back home. Banner Creighton seeks a
powerful ally.

Chad Galster, ACE, Editor
Brooke Rupe, Editor
Byron Smith, ACE, Editor

1923

The War Has Come Home

Jacob, Cara, and the Duttons go into town to take care of some business, and pleasure. Spencer and
Alexandra decide they won't waste any time, and later find new danger. The Duttons realize the feud with
the sheepherders is far from over.

Chad Galster, ACE, Editor



The Old Man

I

When Dan Chase's past catches up to him, he must flee the town he's called home for three decades.

John M. Valerio, ACE, Editor

The Orville: New Horizons

A Tale Of Two Topas

Tensions between Kelly and the Moclans result when she helps Topa prepare for the Union Point entrance
exam.

Kevin Ward, Editor
Tom Costantino, ACE, Editor

Outer Banks

Secret Of The Gnomon

The Pogues' search for El Dorado brings them deep into the jungle, where John B and Sarah face the
ultimate test of their courage and family bonds.

Tim Quackenbush, Editor
Joshua Butler, Editor
Sunny Hodge, Editor

Outer Banks

Welcome To Kitty Hawk

With their ride to Orinoco waiting on the tarmac, Kiara and JJ run into several complications. Rafe has a
change of heart.

Nicole Vaskell, Editor
Jennifer MacFarlane, Editor

P-Valley

Mississippi Rule

In the season finale, Lil Murda prepares to go on tour. Mercedes has her last dance. A new mayor of
Chucalissa is elected. Keyshawn prepares to leave The Pynk.

Kristina Hamilton-Grobler, BFE, Editor

P-Valley

White Knights

Sit on down and get ready to learn the history of Mississippi...

Sky Gewant, Editor

Paper Girls

Blue Tongues Don't Lie

Mac reunites with the grown-up version of her brother Dylan and is stunned to learn how her family turned
out. Tiff, KJ, and the Erins meet a stranger who might be the ticket back to 1988.

Emily E Greene, ACE, Editor



Paper Girls

A New Period

Adult Erin fights for her life in the giant robot Stomper, but the battle takes an unexpected turn, leading
the girls to KJ's house and a big secret about her future.

Robert Komatsu, ACE, Editor

Peaky Blinders

Lock And Key

The mole learns when and where Arthur will be alone. Fresh out of prison, Michael sets out on his mission.
Finn's loyalty to the Shelbys is tested.

Paul Knight, Editor

The Peripheral

Haptic Drift

Flynne and Wilf work together to find Aelita. Meanwhile, Burton takes steps to eliminate a new threat.

Naomi Sunrise Filoramo, Editor

The Peripheral

Pilot

Flynne Fisher is stuck in a small town working a menial job, supporting her veteran brother Burton and
ailing mother. A brilliant gamer, Flynne helps Burton beta test an advanced video game. After Flynne
witnesses a crime and discovers it’s an alternate reality, contract killers move in on their home.

Andrew W. Groves, Editor

Perry Mason

Chapter Fifteen

Facing career-ending accusations and potential jailtime, Perry must turn to Strickland to stay ahead of the
prosecution – and Lydell. With the Gallardos’ fate in the balance, Della presses Hamilton for answers, while
Paul enlists Clara to infiltrate a wealthy white suburb in pursuit of the truth.

Howard Leder, Editor

Perry Mason

Chapter Fourteen

Looking for a way out after he’s subpoenaed, Holcomb offers Perry an olive branch. Tensions rise when
Paul solicits Morris’ investigative help. Meanwhile, Della continues to foster her relationships with Camilla
and Anita, giving her the confidence to question her first witness – and push the verdict in Gallardos’ favor.

Blake Maniquis, Editor
John Caldwell, Editor



Perry Mason

Chapter Thirteen

As the Gallardos’ trial nears, Perry attempts to negotiate with the DA. Rafael and Mateo recount the real-
life consequences of the McCutcheons’ Los Angeles expansion. Later, the pursuit of a lead lands Paul in
danger, and Perry makes a convincing demonstration in court.

Meg Reticker, Editor
Lisa Bromwell, ACE, Editor

The Power

The Day Of The Girls

Tunde documents a growing Saudi protest after a young woman is beaten for her EOD. Violence breaks
out. At the convent, Sister Veronica wants Allie to leave, but she fights back after saving Luanne during a
seizure. Roxy and her brothers pursue one of the men who killed her mother.

Johnny Rayner, Supervising Editor
Beverley Mills, Editor
Stephen Evans, Editor

Power Book II: Ghost

Sacrifice

The feds apply pressure to get their suspect to flip. Dru’s suddenly erratic behavior leads the Castillos to
grow suspicious. As Tate prepares to go up against his political opponent, Harper brings his ethics into
question.

Jessica Bonander, Editor

Quantum Leap

Leap. Die. Repeat.

When Ben leaps into one of five people in an elevator at a 1962 nuclear-reactor, he must figure which one
triggers a bomb that kills them all. Each time the bomb goes off, he leaps into another one of them an
hour earlier and the scene resets on a loop.

Ian Mayberry, Editor

Quantum Leap

Let Them Play

Ben finds himself in 2012 in the midst of the Mendéz family as they help their transgender daughter, Gia,
who dreams of playing on her high school basketball team. Magic and Jenn discover another piece of the
puzzle of why Ben leapt in the first place.

Piper Kroeze, Editor

Quantum Leap

O Ye Of Little Faith

Ben leaps into a priest who has been called to assist a family in crisis on Halloween night. As he delves into
mysterious and inexplicable events, he’s forced to muster all his resources as a scientist before time runs
out.

Benjamin Bumgarner, Editor



Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Holding The King

George's hidden struggles — and the extreme measures he's undertaken for a chance of future happiness
with Charlotte — finally come to light.

David Greenspan, Editor

Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Honeymoon Bliss

Frustrated by her first days of marriage to the mysterious and mercurial king, a lonely Charlotte finds a
confidante and adviser in Lady Agatha Danbury.

Denise Chan, Editor

Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story

Queen To Be

Betrothed against her will to King George, young Charlotte arrives in London on her wedding day and faces
scrutiny from the monarch's cunning mother.

Matt Pevic, Editor

Queer As Folk

Babylon

Brodie returns to New Orleans and finds his life irrevocably changed after a night out at Babylon with
Ruthie, Shar, Noah, Julian, Mingus and Daddius.

Philip Fowler, Editor

Rabbit Hole

At Any Given Moment

Triggered by the suicide of his old friend Valence and framed for the murder of Edward Homm, Weir
frantically tries to piece together what went wrong the day before. The mysterious Hailey is sucked further
into Weir's world as he tries to determine whether she played a role.

Jan Kovac, Editor

Rabbit Hole

Pilot

Nothing is what it seems when John Weir (Kiefer Sutherland), master of corporate espionage, finds himself
at the center of a shadowy conspiracy.

Chris McCaleb, ACE, Editor
Lai-San Ho, Editor



Rabbit Hole

The Playbook

As Weir struggles to cope with the loss of his team, his relationship with Ben falls prey to Weir's paranoia
and mistrust. Weir and his team make a plan to finally reach Crowley by staging a heist at a maximum
security facility. A distraught Intern enlists Eliza for help.

Joey Liew, Editor

Reasonable Doubt

Can't Knock The Hustle

Jax Stewart, a brilliant and fearless defense attorney in Los Angeles, juggles work, family, friends, and a
complicated personal life while bucking the justice system every chance she gets as she’s faced with a
potential high-profile client.

Todd Gerlinger, Editor

Reasonable Doubt

N**** What, N**** Who

We follow Lewis as he juggles single parenthood and the separation. The prosecution rests on Brayden’s
case.

Lynarion Hubbard, Editor

The Recruit

I.N.A.S.I.A.L.

Thrown into the deep end during his first week at the CIA, rookie lawyer Owen Hendricks quickly gets in
over his head when he uncovers a possible threat.

Damien Smith, Editor

The Recruit

W.T.F.I.O.H.

The mission with Max takes a dangerous turn as complications arise, bullets fly — and Owen's personal and
professional lives collide.

Adrienne McNally, Editor

Riches

The Master's Tools

Andre makes good on his promise and finds an investor for Claudia. Meanwhile, Nina and Claudia vie for
shareholders’ votes in their bids for control of the business. A damning article leaves Nina exposed and
more discoveries emerge during the vote. An uncomfortable truth surfaces for Wanda.

Becky Trotman, Editor



Saint X

A Lovely Nowhere

The Thomas family arrive on Saint X for a seemingly idyllic trip. In present day Brooklyn, Emily has a
surprise encounter with someone from her past. The genesis of Gogo and Edwin's friendship is shown.

Brian A. Kates, ACE, Editor

The Sandman

24/7

With Morpheus caught off guard, John settles in at a diner to watch the people around him — and put his
theory about truth and lies to a terrifying test.

Kelly Stuyvesant, Editor

The Sandman

Collectors

Odd disturbances shake up The Dreaming, Rose sets out on a road trip with a new friend, and The
Corinthian arrives with a guest at a creepy convention.

Jamin Bricker, Editor

The Sandman

The Sound Of Her Wings

Dream of the Endless spends the day with his sister, Death. He is forced to contemplate humanity and
inspired to reconnect with his old friend, Hob Gadling. We revisit their friendship through the centuries.

Shoshanah Tanzer, Editor

See

God Thunder

Tormada and Sibeth launch a violent attack on Pennsa that puts Maghra and the city’s inhabitants in grave
danger.

Anthony Muzzatti, Editor

See

Heavy Hangs The Head

Baba embraces life in the mountains as hatred for the sighted grows in Pennsa. A Trivantian scientist
develops a terrifying new weapon.

Tim Donovan, Editor

See

I See You

Series Finale. Baba and Ranger infiltrate Sibeth’s camp, determined to stop her and Tormada once and for
all.

Aaron Yanes, ACE, Editor



The Serpent Queen

A Queen Is Made

The planned kidnapping of King Francis goes awry but Catherine devises a new plan to allow her control of
the country.

Ryan Allen, Editor
Joe Hobeck, ACE, Editor

Servant

Awake

Sean and Julian open up about a secret.

Peter Mergus, Editor

Servant

Fallen

Series Finale. As the world crumbles, can anyone stop Leanne?

Ralph Jean-Pierre, Editor

Shadow And Bone

Meet You in the Meadow

As Alina reels over the staggering cost to harness the Firebird's power, Kirigan readies his army for a
ferocious battle pitting Grisha against Grisha.

Chester Howie, Editor

Slow Horses

Last Stop

Jackson Lamb is on high alert after a former spy is found dead. Min and Louisa are tempted by an offer
from outside Slough House.

Ben Whitehead, Editor

Slow Horses

Old Scores

Season Finale. Lamb and Katinsky go head-to-head. Ho finds himself trapped on a train with a Russian
assassin.

Morten Højbjerg, Editor

Snowfall

The Struggle

The Snowfall saga comes to an end.

Jason Cherella, Editor



Star Trek: Picard

The Last Generation

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews both old and new fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they’ve ever faced as the saga of Star Trek: The Next Generation
comes to a thrilling, epic conclusion.

Drew Nichols, Editor

Star Trek: Picard

Seventeen Seconds

Follow-up series to Star Trek: The Next Generation and Star Trek: Nemesis that centers on Jean-Luc Picard
in the next chapter of his life.

Eric Litman, Editor

Star Trek: Picard

Võx

A devastating revelation about Jack alters the course of Picard’s life forever – and uncovers a truth that
threatens every soul in the Federation. The final battle begins as Picard and his crew race to save the
galaxy from annihilation – but not without a gut-wrenching cost.

Michael Benni Pierce, Editor

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Piggyback

With selfless hearts and a clash of metal, heroes fight from every corner of the battlefield to save Hawkins
— and the world itself.

Dean Zimmerman, ACE, Editor
Katheryn Naranjo, Editor

Succession

America Decides

On election night, Tom tries to manage an increasingly chaotic newsroom, while Kendall, Shiv, and Roman
spar over the consequences of the result – for themselves, the company, and the country.

Jane Rizzo, ACE, Editor

Succession

Connor's Wedding

Before heading to Europe to meet with Matsson face-to-face, Logan tasks Roman with implementing an
unsavory first step in his strategic refocus. Meanwhile, Connor fixates on minutia at his wedding. Later, the
siblings bond when they get news that Logan has become ill mid-flight.

Bill Henry, ACE, Editor



Succession

Rehearsal

After Shiv discovers that Tom is following Logan’s playbook, she, Kendall, and Roman consider backing
Sandi and Stewy’s aggressive play on the Matsson deal. Meanwhile, Logan gives an impromptu pep talk to
the ATN newsroom. Later, Connor tries to make the most of his rehearsal dinner when Willa goes AWOL.

Venya Bruk, Editor
Ellen Tam, Editor

Succession

With Open Eyes

Ahead of the final board vote on the Waystar-GoJo deal, Kendall and Shiv try to shore up their opposing
interests, while a physically and emotionally bruised Roman figures out which of his sibling’s team he will
join.

Ken Eluto, ACE, Editor

The Summer I Turned Pretty

Summer Love

The night of Belly's debutante ball is jeopardized when Susannah's secret she's been harboring all summer
is revealed. A brother steps in to save Belly and a confession from Conrad alters the trajectory of Belly's
summer forever.

Jamie Kennedy, Editor

Surface

Ictus

Sophie’s physical wounds have healed, but she’s still plagued by memory loss and a feeling that her life is
not as it seems.

Matt Ramsey, Editor

The Terminal List

The Engram

Series premiere. After the murder of his entire platoon, Navy Seal Commander James Reece returns home
with conflicting memories and questions about his culpability. When James is attacked by two assassins
during an MRI, the gun they use is from his safe. He races home to check on his family.

Jim Page, ACE, Editor

Three Pines

The Hangman - Part 2

Gamache and his team unearth a tragic story that provides the key to the victim’s desire for vengeance,
and by doing so leads the team to his murderers. Meanwhile, it falls to Gamache to apprehend the
individual responsible for Blue Two-Rivers’ disappearance, putting himself in grave danger as he does.

Peter Christelis, Editor



Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan

Falcon

Season 3 premiere: Jack Ryan investigates a secret plan to restore the Soviet Empire through war,
embarking on a dangerous op helped by Rome Station Chief Elizabeth Wright and Head of Russia House
James Greer. Meanwhile, an assassination on home soil forces Czech President Alena Kovac into a
dangerous position.

John M. Valerio, ACE, Editor
Tad Dennis, Editor

Truth Be Told

Freedom Is Never Given; It Is Won

Poppy reveals her suspect to Markus—and risks her career with a bold tactic. Shreve's confrontation with a
politician leads to an arrest.

Todd Desrosiers, ACE, Editor

Truth Be Told

From My Hand The Poisoned Apple

Markus and Zarina wait for their nightmare to finally end. Poppy weighs having Eva on her podcast to help
expose the suspect.

Victoria Grimsley, Editor
Sally O'Brien, Editor

The Umbrella Academy

Seven Bells

Reginald goes all out to convince the children to sign on to his plan. Five tries to recover a drunken
memory. Allison has a change of heart.

Amy Bostrom, Editor

Vikings: Valhalla

The Thaw

The travelers make a deadly miscalculation on the way to Constantinople. Olaf sets off after Harald, and
Emma's paranoia pushes her over the edge.

Tad Seaborn, Editor

Vikings: Valhalla

The Web Of Fate

Olaf lands in a terrible position after Forkbeard invades Kattegat. In hiding, Freydis and Harald must decide
whether to fight for the throne or flee.

Don Cassidy, ACE, Supervising Editor



Waco: The Aftermath

A Common Enemy

Courtroom testimony grows heated as both sides argue over who shot first. Gary and Angie discover some
intriguing information during a stakeout at an Aryan Nation flophouse. Vernon and Lois return from their
pilgrimage. Vernon shares his vision. Gary pleads with FBI brass to take the domestic terror threat
seriously.

Crystal Leong, Editor

Waco: The Aftermath

Reckoning

Gary finds himself under a ticking clock, hoping to prevent another disaster. The fate of the Branch
Davidians is revealed as the trial concludes. Vernon returns to Mount Carmel, now the self-appointed
prophet, David Koresh. Series finale.

Omar Hassan-Reep, Editor
Chad Rubel, Editor

Walker

False Flag (Part 2)

The Texas Rangers and the Walker Family join forces to stop the anarchist group known as Grey Flag. The
story builds to a high-speed chase with Cordell Walker on a motorcycle attempting to thwart Grey Flag's
leader, Kevin Golden, from escaping in an airplane.

Mitchell Danton, ACE, Editor

The Way Home

Mothers And Daughters

After Kat Landry moves home to small town New Brunswick with teen daughter, Alice, to live with her
estranged mother, Del, three generations of a family torn apart by loss get an unexpected second chance…
when Alice falls through time and befriends her own mom as a teenager in 1999

Daniel Sadler, Editor

Westworld

The Auguries

In the Season 4 premiere, seven years after the demise of Rehoboam, events are set in motion that
reunite allies and enemies.

Andrew Seklir, ACE, Editor
Sarah C. Reeves, ACE, Editor
Thomas Sabinsky, Editor

Westworld

Generation Loss

Should auld acquaintance be forgot and days of auld lang syne?

Andrew Seklir, ACE, Editor
Ali Comperchio, Editor



The White Lotus

Abductions

After admitting their marriage needs work, Ethan grows suspicious of Harper and Cameron. As they look
forward to a lavish party at Quentin’s Palermo estate, Tanya warns Portia about Jack. Meanwhile, the Di
Grassos go search for distant Sicilian relatives, but Dominic bristles when Albie invites Lucia as their
translator.

Heather Persons, ACE, Editor

The White Lotus

Arrivederci

Hoping to help Lucia, Albie asks Dominic for a karmic payment. With Portia still unreachable, Tanya grows
increasingly wary of Quentin’s motives. Consumed with doubts, Ethan confronts Cameron…and gets
unexpected advice from Daphne. After an eventful night, Valentina gives Mia a chance.

John M. Valerio, ACE, Editor

Will Trent

Nothing Changed Except For Everything

With Angie on leave, Will and Faith partner up with Ormewood to investigate a string of serial killer cases
tied to Will and Angie's childhood and a chain of incidents, formerly investigated by Amanda and Evelyn,
from the '80s.

Christine Kim, Editor

Wu Tang: An American Saga

Liquid Swords

In this allegorical film, GZA takes on the persona of The Genius as he journeys through an alternate New
York City to unite the people using music from his debut solo album, Liquid Swords.

Marc Wiltshire, Editor

Yellowjackets

Burial

Present day Yellowjackets converge on Lotties compound to work through their past. Back in the
wilderness tensions are high as the blizzard ends and the team must cope with end of Shaunas pregnancy.

Daniel Williams, Editor

Yellowjackets

Edible Complex

Breaking off that friendship with the person who keeps ghosting you isn’t always easy. Tai speeds through
an unexpected reunion, Nat shacks up with Lottie and Misty encounters a riddle wrapped in an enigma
dressed in cargo shorts.

Jeff Israel, ACE, Editor



Yellowjackets

Two Truths And A Lie

Okay, Fellowjackets, rise and shine and don’t forget your booties because it’s coooold out there. Misty
makes a leap of faith for her bestie, Natalie and Lottie play a game of surrender, Shauna finds herself
unexpectedly randy, and Tai seeks out a movie recommendation.

Kevin Ross, ACE, Editor

Yellowstone

A Knife And No Coin

Jamie goes through with his plan; John has a request for Monica and lends support to an unexpected
friend; the Yellowstone cowboys embark on a big change; a flashback reveals a source of Rip's loyalty.

Matthew Rundell, Editor
Chad Galster, ACE, Editor
Brooke Rupe, Editor

Yellowstone

One Hundred Years Is Nothing

John Dutton is sworn in as Governor of Montana; as he settles into the powers of his new office, he makes
bold moves to protect Yellowstone from his opponents.

Chad Galster, ACE, Editor

You

Where Are You Going, Where Have You Been?

As memories of the past trickle in, Joe struggles to recall an important detail. Phoebe shares her hasty
plans with Kate. Nadia scrambles for a solution.

Alexander Aquino-Kaljakin, Editor

Your Honor

Part Eleven

Picking up in the aftermath of a terrible accident, a grieving Michael Desiato is beyond hope. After fleeing
the scene, Eugene is aided by unlikely benefactors. Jimmy Baxter looks to expand his criminal empire,
while Gina Baxter channels her anger over her dead son.

Skip MacDonald, ACE, Editor

End of Category



Outstanding Picture Editing For A Multi-Camera Comedy Series

Act Your Age

The Cupid Shuffle

Angela, Bernadette and Keisha get set up by a celebrity matchmaker; Jacob commits to telling Olivia his
true feelings.

Andy Zall, Editor

Bob Hearts Abishola

The Genius Who Fell Out Of My Womb

Bob is thrilled to share a day at his alma mater with Abishola and Dele, but his university does not meet
Abishola's Ivy League standards.

Peter J. Chakos, Editor

Call Me Kat

Call Me Consciously Uncoupled

Kat and Max have some news to share, but attempt to keep it a secret until after Sheila's big birthday
bash; Carter breaks a pre-wedding superstition and thinks he is cursed.

Pamela Marshall, Editor

The Conners

Of Missing Minds And Missing Fries

It’s Thanksgiving at the Conners and Jackie must come to terms with her mother, Beverly, becoming ill.
Meanwhile, Darlene is on the job hunt which proves to be more difficult than anticipated.

Brian Schnuckel, ACE, Editor

House Of Payne

Forget Me Not

The family sees a different side of Curtis when he loses his memory, and C.J. goes too far in helping the
twins with their science project.

Nathan Grout, Editor

How I Met Your Father

Daddy

Sophie (Hilary Duff) discovers her older boyfriend (John Corbett) might be her father, while the epic return
of Barney (Neil Patrick Harris) signals something legen...wait for it...dary. Legendary!

Russell Griffin, ACE, Editor



iCarly

iThrow A Flawless Murder Mystery Party

Freddie's new girlfriend needs help planning his perfect birthday party, but Carly's insight into what makes
Freddie happy leads to a stunning revelation about their relationship. Spencer and Harper scheme to leave
the party early to meet new dates.

Richard Candib, ACE, Editor

Lopez vs Lopez

Lopez vs Last Call

George hits the bottle, and Mayan hits her limit with his behavior. Rosie is jealous when Chance announces
George is his hero.

Richard Candib, ACE, Editor

Lopez vs Lopez

Pilot

When Mayan deals with a difficult client at work, George teaches her how to handle her the Lopez way.

Timothy Ryder, Editor

The Ms. Pat Show

Don't Touch My Hair

A careless remark from Terry dredges up painful memories from Pat's childhood; Janelle and Junebug help
Denise promote her new hair product on social media.

Joseph Fulton, Editor

The Ms. Pat Show

Stormy Weather

Pat is faced with a difficult choice about her pregnancy; the kids make an assumption about Denise; Terry
reaches his breaking point.

Cheryl Campsmith, ACE, Editor

The Neighborhood

Welcome To The Art Of Negotiation

When Dave is up for promotion at work, Calvin tries to help him negotiate a raise from his penny-pinching
new boss; Tina struggles with whether to share some sensitive information with Gemma.

Chris Poulos, Editor

Night Court

The Honorable Dan Fielding Pt. 2

Season Finale. Abby has relationship difficulties while battling in court to save her career as a night court
judge. Dan realizes a lifelong dream of becoming a judge back in Louisiana.

Stephen Prime, Editor



Night Court

Just Tuesday

After making a mistake in the courtroom, Abby decides to adopt an all-business approach to get things
back on track, which catches Dan and the rest of the crew off guard.

Chris Poulos, Editor

Night Court

Pilot

Judge Abby Stone follows in the footsteps of her late father Harry Stone as she takes over the night shift of
a Manhattan arraignment court; when a public defender is needed, Abby sees potential in former
prosecutor Dan Fielding.

Kirk Benson, Editor
Chris Poulos, Editor

Partners In Rhyme

Gone

Lucious T. decides to move with her mother so Auntie Lana has to find another artist to replace her, Lana
is still at odds with her sister mother to Lucious T.

Richard Larry Gumbs III, Editor

That '90s Show

The Birthday Girl

Leia forges ahead with her 15th birthday party inspired by Beverly Hills, 90210. Red finds himself in a
competition to get Leia the perfect gift.

Scott Ashby, Editor
Joseph Fulton, Editor

That '90s Show

That '90s Pilot

Donna and Eric spend the Fourth of July at his parents' house in Point Place, where their daughter Leia
makes an impression on the other teens in town.

Scott Ashby, Editor

Tyler Perry's Assisted Living

Fight The Power

History repeats itself when the teens set out to be like their parents and get involved in a movement bigger
than them.

Craig Cobb, Editor



The Upshaws

Duct Up

Regina (Kim Fields) plots to win over her boss at work. Lucretia (Wanda Sykes) dines with an old flame.
The kids are left to look after themselves. And Bennie (Mike Epps) finds himself in a tight spot, literally.

Russell Griffin, ACE, Editor
Angel Gamboa Bryant, Editor

The Upshaws

Off Beat

In need of a break, Regina crashes Lucretia's homecoming weekend. Bernard attempts to connect with his
daughter. Aaliyah deals with a friendship breakup.

Angel Gamboa Bryant, Editor

End of Category



Outstanding Picture Editing For A Single-Camera Comedy Series

Abbott Elementary

Holiday Hookah

Janine is convinced by a friend to go to a popular hookah club where she runs into unexpected colleagues;
Jacob crashes Barbara and Melissa's traditional holiday dinner and in the process begins to learn the true
meaning of Christmas.

Richie Edelson, Editor

Abbott Elementary

Mom

Janine’s plan for a Memorial Day weekend solo trip is derailed when her mother shows up unannounced
asking for help. Elsewhere, Gregory notices his colleagues are great at small talk and realizes he needs to
brush up on his people skills.

Sarah Zeitlin, Editor

Acapulco

Against All Odds

Season Finale. Maximo gets a second chance at Las Colinas. Julia learns to go after what she wants.

Jeff Hall, Editor

Acapulco

We Don’t Need Another Hero

Maximo takes Memo to a club to find his favorite soccer star. Sara spends an eventful night at Las Colinas.

Ryan Neatha Johnson, Editor

Agent Elvis

Head Soup

As an Elvis fan convention takes place at The Peabody Memphis hotel, the singer experiences a wild, drug-
fueled trip courtesy of Professor Leary.

Josue Sanchez, Editor

American Born Chinese

What Guy Are You

Jin’s plans to make the soccer team are derailed by the arrival of a new foreign exchange student.

Gina Sansom, Editor

Animal Control

Birds And Foxes

Frank battles with the idea of getting older when Templeton benches him on the basketball team. Rick asks
Emily out on a date, just as Shred realizes he might have a thing for her.

Lisa Jane Robison, CCE, Editor



Animal Control

Dogs And Geese

Animal Control dispatch radios with a goose on the loose. The precinct hosts an adoption day.

Kyle Martin, CCE, Editor

Animal Control

Weasels And Ostriches

A group of animal control workers begin to see their lives complicated by humans and not so much by
animals. Shred encounters a wild weasel in an attic; Frank slips his Slim Jim in Shred's back pocket as they
approach a dozen ostriches.

Mike Fly, Editor

Atlanta

It Was All A Dream

You know what? As much as I hated this show, I think I’m gonna miss it.

Kyle Reiter, ACE, Editor
Isaac Hagy, ACE, Editor

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens

Too Hot To Survive

Nora signs up for a survival reality show to get rich quick and prove Wally wrong, and Wally uses his extra
time at home to micromanage Grandma's life.

Lilli Janney, Editor

Barry

Wow

Series finale. Because Cousineau is blamed for the murder of Janice Moss, he murders Barry. Fuches
murders Hank in a showdown over Barry’s son. Sally escapes with John and lives quiet life as a high school
acting teacher. John watches the movie about his dad and believes it’s a lie.

Franky Guttman, Editor
Ali Greer, ACE, Editor

The Bear

System

Carmy attempts to retrain the employees of The Original Beef of Chicagoland, but is faced with resistance.
In need of back-up, he brings on a talented young chef to help.

Joanna Naugle, Editor

The Big Door Prize

Beau

Beau searches for the boy who wronged Kolton. Dusty takes over as the basketball coach. Cass pursues a
new business venture.

Tony Orcena, Editor



The Big Door Prize

Deerfest: Part Two

A small town is forever changed when a mysterious machine appears, promising to reveal everyone’s true
potential. Soon residents start changing jobs, rethinking relationships, and questioning long-held beliefs—
all in pursuit of a better future.

Ryan Brown, Editor

The Big Door Prize

Dusty

Family man and teacher Dusty Hubbard begins to reevaluate his life and happiness after the arrival of a
strange machine called the Morpho.

Mark Sadlek, Editor

Big Mouth

Dadda Dia!

Lola hits the jackpot -- in more ways than one. Missy takes her dad to Elijah's church. The Birches make a
plan to get rid of their new housemate.

Felipe Salazar, Editor

Blindspotting

The Good, The Bad, And The Thizzly

Sean and the crew must rescue his dad in the Wild West.

Trevor Penna, Editor

Blindspotting

N*ggaz And Jesus

Ashley, Miles and Sean have their first weekend visit.

Chris Chandler, Editor

Bob's Burgers

The Plight Before Christmas

Bob and Linda try to attend all the kids' holiday performances at the same time.

Jeremy Reuben, Editor

Breeders

No Way Back

Paul takes his parents on a day-trip to the countryside, to recreate a cherished memory. But the revelation
of a number of secrets leaves all three of them reeling.

Adam Windmill, Editor



Bupkis

Do As I Say, Not As I Do

Seven-year-old Pete, his mom and his sister attend his aunt’s wedding just weeks after the death of his
father; his uncle Tommy steps in to be there for Pete when he needs him most; in present day, Pete
makes sure to be there for Uncle Tommy.

Laura Weinberg, Editor

Bupkis

ISO

Pete is miserable after getting stuck in Canada on Christmas to film a war movie; he wanders the strange,
small town searching for a way to improve his mood until receiving a bizarre and probably hallucinated
visit from a beloved celebrity.

Sam Seig, ACE, Editor

Central Park

A Hot Dog To Remember

When a beloved hot dog vendor has to take a rare morning off, Owen and Cole volunteer to help set up his
cart so he can break a park record.

Stephanie Earley, Editor

Cobra Kai

Head Of The Snake

A fight night erupts in the Valley as Johnny, Daniel, Chozen and their students summon all their skills and
strength to expose Terry and take him down.

Zack Arnold, ACE, Editor

The Consultant

Creator

Series premiere. After the murder of CompWare CEO Sang-Woo, Regus Patoff, a mysterious consultant,
arrives. Regus immediately takes charge, upending the work force with ruthless demands. While watching
a video recorded in Sang’s office, employees Elaine and Craig discover that Regus, without an
appointment, convinced Sang to sign a contract.

Wendy Hallam Martin, ACE, Editor
Dan Briceno, Additional Editor

Cyberpunk: Edgerunners

Let You Down

After a night of streaming illegal braindance, David wakes up to reality: a rundown apartment with a
broken washing machine and an overworked mother.

Masato Yoshitake, Editor



Dave

Looking For Love

With Dave's career at an all time high, but personal life at an all time low, Dave invites a fan and a movie
star into his home.

Patrick Tuck, Editor

Dead To Me

We're Almost Out Of Time

Judy may be ready to face the future, but her BFF isn't. Hot on the heels of a tearful admission, Jen
scrambles to secure a Hail Mary option.

Nicole Brik, Editor

Dead To Me

We've Reached The End

On an escape to Mexico, Jen and Judy face the past and make decisions about the future as they forever
cement their ride-or-die friendship.

Pamela March, Editor

Emily In Paris

Charade

In between undermining a colleague and helping Gabriel achieve his culinary dream, Emily attends a
celebration in Champagne that takes a shocking turn.

Alex Minnick, Editor

Extraordinary

Have Nots

Lacking a superpower, Jen resolves to find it herself following a series of humiliating incidents.

Dan Crinnion, Editor

Extraordinary

Magic Bullets

The gang tries to draw out Jen's power by inducing stress; Jizzlord transforms at a timely moment.

Adam Moss, Editor
Dan Crinnion, Supervising Editor

Extraordinary

The Real Powers Are The Friends We Made Along The Way

Jen makes a new friend, Jizzlord tries to mediate the Carrie/Jen fallout, and Kash apologizes.

Carly Brown, Editor
Dan Crinnion, Supervising Editor



Fairfax

Clout 9

The beach day Dale was hoping for gets put on hold when the Gang Gang tries to rescue Hiroki from the
infamous Clout 9.

Megan Love, Editor

Family Guy

The Stewaway

During a game of hide and seek, Stewie takes refuge in Quagmire’s suitcase, only to wind up in Paris.
Meanwhile, Peter and Lois take a getaway to Vermont, where Lois is intent on breaking Bonnie’s Instagram
like record.

Dennis McElroy, Editor
Eric Brown, Additional Editor

Fired On Mars

The God Of War

Invigorated by his newfound community of rebels, Jeff faces a dilemma when Brandon offers him a new
opportunity at Mars.ly.

Rob Getzschman, Editor

FUBAR

Take Your Daughter To Work Day

Ready to retire, esteemed CIA agent Luke prepares for a peaceful life with his family and ship, but new
revelations at home and work spoil his plans.

J.J. Geiger, Editor

The Game

One Wedding And A Musical

It's TeeTee's wedding day - Jamison takes a laced pill that causes him to see the world as a musical, Malik
launches an apology tour to women he’s disrespected in the past and Brittany ponders telling Jamison he
has a son with Allison.

Jean Crupper, Editor

Ghosts

A Date To Remember

Sam and Jay help Thorfinn create a perfect first date with Flower. Also, Hetty feels slighted by the ghosts'
new housemate, Nigel.

Kenneth LaMere, ACE, Editor



Ghosts

Dumb Deaths

When a television documentary crew comes to Woodstone Mansion to shoot an episode of Dumb Deaths,
Pete confronts a hard truth about the day he died.

Simon Webb, CCE, Editor

Gossip Girl

I Know What You Did Last Summit

Max, Audrey, and Aki navigate the growing complications of being a triad. Kate enters an uneasy alliance
with a former foe. Julien weathers her quest to destroy Gossip Girl alone - until a shocking implication hits
too close to home.

Alec Smight, ACE, Editor
Jacqueline Basse, Additional Editor

Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies

So This Is Rydell?

The school election approaches and both sides re-examine what they stand for. New girl Hazelstarts her
first day at Rydell and tries to stay impartial... and invisible.

Antonia de Barros, MPEG, Lead Editor

Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies

We're Gonna Rule The School

Four outcasts including a braniac good student, a scandal-ridden cynic, a tomboy, and a fashion maven,
navigate the first day of junior year at Rydell High.

Peter CabadaHagan, Editor

The Great

Once Upon A Time

Catherine meets court scientist Nikolai, who announces a comet is about to pass through Russia. She uses
this phenomenon to her advantage and in the face of some huge challenges, unearths a new side of her
leadership.

Ant Boys, ACE, Editor

The Great

Peter And The Wolf

Catherine introduces divorce to the court with unforeseen consequences. Grigor befriends Maxim and goes
stag hunting, and Elizabeth and Petrov go on a trip to the regions.

Billy Sneddon, Editor



The Great

You The People

Catherine involves the peasants, nobles and merchants in a conference designed to bring change to
Russia. Peter's hunt for revenge on an historic enemy threatens to destabilise Catherine's attempt to
outlaw murder.

Edel McDonnell, Editor

The Great North

Code Enough Said Adventure

An ice storm traps the Tobins and some of their friends for days, giving them cabin fever that leads to the
Trial of the Century.

Dan Earley, Editor

Harlem

Fall Back To Rumspringa Forward

Camille, Quinn, Tye and Angie embark on a much-needed Girls Trip.

Christian Kinnard, Editor

Hello Tomorrow!

The Numbers Behind The Numbers

Turning the greatest setback of your career into your greatest opportunity is the mark of a true winner.

Bill Henry, ACE, Editor

Hello Tomorrow!

A Traveling Salesman Travels

Funny how doing what’s best for those we love sometimes means saying goodbye to them.

Vanessa Procopio, Editor

Hello Tomorrow!

What Could Be Better?

Season Finale. You can’t give your customers everything, but you can make them believe that what you’re
giving them is all they’ll ever need.

Todd Downing, ACE, Editor

Johnson

Bigger Man

Keith bravely challenges Omar to a boxing match to salvage his manhood while Jarvis and Greg are caught
in the middle. Jarvis comes up with a plan to finally win back his money at Eugene’s next poker
tournament.

Richmond Riedel, Editor



Jury Duty

Field Trip

The jurors take a trip to the factory. Lonnie and Ronald discover barrels hidden upstairs. Noah gets drunk
at dinner; the jurors are told that Todd’s Jorf shirt is a code word for white supremacists. The dinner bill
totals $1500; James agrees to cover it if Ronald arm wrestles him.

Adam Lichtenstein, Editor

Jury Duty

Foreperson

Todd’s Chair Pants are banished by Judge Rosen. Jacqui, the elegant plaintiff, testifies. Barbara keeps
nodding off and Judge Rosen blames foreperson Ronald. Social media brand ambassador Genevieve
Telford-Warren testifies. Jeannie shows Noah a photo of his girlfriend posing with Cody while on vacation.
The jurors debate Cody’s apparent erection.

Diana Fishman, Editor
Steven Rosenthal, Editor

Jury Duty

The Verdict

In this behind the scenes episode, Ronald Gladden is crowned A Hero. After learning his Jury Duty
experience was fake, Ronald reunites with his castmates and takes a sentimental journey looking back on
his Jury Duty experience and his new bond with the improv actors including James Marsden.

Mary DeChambres, ACE, Editor

A League Of Their Own

Stealing Home

Carson follows Lupe to a secret bar and is filled with awe and wonder. Later she brings Greta and Jo there,
but their joy is short-lived when there’s a terrifying police raid. Uncle Bert knocks on Clance’s door with a
gift for Max, but Max is embarrassed by his presence.

Peter CabadaHagan, Editor

Loot

Excitement Park

Arthur helps Molly sort through her financial portfolio after she realizes she owns several problematic
companies.

Heather Capps, Editor
Daniel Haworth, Editor
Jesse Millward, Additional Editor

Lucky Hank

George Saunders

When George Saunders visits Railton College, the professors scramble to impress the celebrated writer,
while Hank is reminded of his own failed writing career. Hank and Lily anticipate an announcement from
their daughter Julie.

Richard Schwadel, Editor



Mammals

Episode 5

Jamie takes time away on the farm and discovers the shocking identity of Paul. Lue and Jeff continue to
avoid the cracks in their marriage. Whilst Lue escapes into fantasy, Jeff distracts himself in Cambridge.

Brenna Rangott, Editor
Anthony Boys, ACE, Additional Editor

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

The Testi-Roastial

It’s 1990 and the air is crackling with comedy gold. New York’s show business elite have descended upon
the Friars Club to roast legendary manager Susie Myerson. Old friends and competitors pile on the playful
insults, regaling the room with three decades of masterful dealmaking, broken friendships and shocking
revelations.

Tim Streeto, ACE, Editor
Ant Boys, ACE, Editor

Mo

Hamoodi

Living in Texas, Mo loses his job at a mobile store and looks for a new gig as his Palestinian family waits on
their pending asylum request.

Andrea Folprecht, ACE, Editor

Mulligan

The Stench

First Lady Lucy takes up her latest cause: a benefit concert called Quench the Stench to eradicate a
pervasive and putrid odor plaguing D.C.

Jeff Picarello, Editor

Mythic Quest

Across The Universe

As David stewards Mythic Quest, Ian and Poppy consider offers for their offshoot game. Jo assembles the
entire team for C.W.’s celebration.

Steve Welch, ACE, Editor

Never Have I Ever

...Lived The Dream

The end of the school year has the Sherman Oaks crew all up in their feels. Devi is torn between planning
the future and enjoying the present.

Mat Greenleaf, Editor



Only Murders In The Building

I Know Who Did It

One question remains: Who did it??? Oh, who are we kidding -- there's a few more questions raised, too.

Shelly Westerman, ACE, Editor
Payton Koch, Editor

Only Murders In The Building

The Last Day Of Bunny Folger

A foul-mouthed parrot becomes the key to Bunny's last day on Earth, which reveals surprising people who
crossed her path, further heightening the need for our trio to solve her murder.

Peggy Tachdjian, ACE, Editor

Only Murders In The Building

Persons Of Interest

Charles, Oliver and Mabel are implicated in the murder of Bunny Folger and must decide whether to lay low
or risk their lives to catch the killer.

David L Bertman, ACE, Editor

The Other Two

Brooke Drives An Armpit Across America

Chase’s first legal photoshoot lands Brooke on a highly unusual assignment, Cary’s new publicist doesn’t
yield much better results than his own self-promotion, and Pat feels the effects of her empire.

John Daigle, Editor
Robert Nassau, Editor

The Other Two

Cary & Brooke Go To An AIDS Play

As Cary tries to take control of his relationship by making in-roads with Lucas’s representation, Brooke is
pulled back into her manager role when Chase falls for a normal girl.

Matthew Freund, Editor

The Outlaws

Episode Two

In order to stay alive, the outlaws consider an unlikely— and dangerous — way of making money.
Meanwhile, two familiar detectives turn their attention to a certain London kingpin.

Tony Kearns, Editor

Party Down

KSGY-95 Prizewinner’s Luau

Hired to work a laid-back radio promotion luau in groovy Malibu, the gang decides to take mushrooms
together and things get weird.

Leland Sexton, Editor



Party Down

Once Upon A Time 'Proms Away' Prom-otional Event

Lydia, worried that daughter Escapade missed her childhood, plans a prom promotional event for her new
movie. Meanwhile, Ron schemes to impress a studio PR bigwig who could make or break Party Down.

Kent Kincannon, Editor

Physical

Don’t You Run And Hide

Sheila gets a look inside Vinnie Green's operation. Danny does some soul-searching.

Lise Angelica Johnson, ACE, Editor

Physical

Don’t You Want To Get Better

In seclusion, Sheila searches for the courage and strength to face her demons.

Peter Forslund, ACE, Editor

Pitch Perfect: Bumper In Berlin

Verschlimmbessern

Bumper moves to Germany to revive his music career after one of his songs becomes big in Berlin.

Kristi Shimek, Editor

Poker Face

Escape From Shit Mountain

After climbing out of a hole in the woods, Charlie is stranded with mysterious injuries in a motel during a
blizzard. To survive the night, she must decipher the deadly tension between her questionable companions,
a bigmouthed pickpocket, a bitter motel manager and a scary guy with an ankle monitor.

Bob Ducsay, ACE, Editor

Poker Face

Exit Stage Death

Charlie's waitress job at a dinner theater is interrupted by a tragic death on stage during a performance by
two washed-up television stars; when she starts to investigate, deadly motivations come to light.

Paul Swain, Editor

Poker Face

The Hook

In the season one finale, Charlie faces her greatest challenge yet when she is caught in the crossfire of a
deadly power play that puts her in the sights of two ruthless crime syndicates and the FBI.

Glenn Garland, ACE, Editor



Poker Face

The Orpheus Syndrome

A special effects artist unearths a past project to find closure from the guilt of a fatal on-set accident; when
old demons resurface, Charlie is left to unravel a new deadly plot.

Shaheed Qaasim, ACE, Editor

Primo

The Game Champ

Ryan gets unexpectedly jealous when Drea celebrates Rafa. Mike traps Jay on the roof. A ghost owes Rollie
some money.

Sue Federman, ACE, Editor

Primo

The Recruitment Fair

Rafa tries to win over Mya’s dad after accidentally making an inappropriate joke in front of him. Rollie helps
Mondo with a bully. Drea enjoys some freedom.

Cynthia Ruiz, Editor

Rain Dogs

It's Hard To Be A Saint In The City

After getting kicked out of their apartment, Costello and Iris scramble to find housing before nightfall.
Meanwhile, Selby‘s return from prison receives mixed reactions from Costello, Iris, and Gloria.

James Taylor, Editor

Rain Dogs

Jesus Loves A Hustler

As he pines for a phone call from Costello, Selby acclimates to his new reality. Meanwhile, Costello has
found a safe space to land, but must continue to hustle to make a living. Gloria wavers over a life-altering
decision.

Emma Oxley, Editor

Rain Dogs

Scenes From A Crucifixion

As Costello works her job at a local peep show, a journalist offers an exciting opportunity. Gloria
unexpectedly forms a connection at the funeral home, while Selby meanders back to his old ways.

Galina Chakarova, Editor

Ramy

Egyptian Cigarettes

Ramy, Ramy, Ramy, Harami!

Joanna Naugle, Editor
Sean Cusack, Editor



Rap Sh!t

Something For The City

Stuck at a dead-end hotel job while her long-distance boyfriend attends law school, aspiring rapper
Shawna spontaneously invites her estranged friend Mia out for drinks – yielding surprising results.

Josie Azzam, Editor

Rap Sh!t

Something For The DJ

Before heading to her first-ever live performance, Shawna faces off against a former friend, whose critical
words about the pair’s lack of direction hit home.

Lynarion Hubbard, Editor

Reboot

Baskets

Hannah and Gordon try to manage Bree's ego in the writers' room; Clay almost loses his mind trying to get
his lines right during looping; Reed joins Zack for a basketball game against some unexpected opponents.

Christian Miglio, Editor

Reboot

Who's The Boss

Bree gets hit with surprising news during an on-camera interview just as Reed gets a surprise visitor; Clay
struggles with buying a house; Hannah and Gordon learn that there's been a regime change at Hulu that
does not bode well for the show.

Keenan Hiett, Editor

The Rehearsal

Orange Juice, No Pulp

Nathan Fielder helps a Brooklyn-based trivia aficionado come clean to his teammate about a long-held lie.

Adam Locke-Norton, ACE, Editor

Reservation Dogs

Mabel

The village comes together to send Mabel on her journey.

Patrick Tuck, Editor

Reservation Dogs

Offerings

Willie Jack visits her aunt Hokti in prison to seek guidance from the past, to heal the rifts of the present.

Varun Viswanath, ACE, Editor



Resident Alien

I Believe In Aliens

Harry comes face to face with his greatest enemy and makes a big decision that may affect Earth forever.

Adam Bluming, Editor

The Resort

The Disappointment Of Time

Emma and Noah, a couple that’s become complacent in their relationship, celebrate their 10-year
anniversary in Mexico; the all-inclusive vacation takes a wild turn after Emma finds an old cellphone in the
jungle.

Henk van Eeghen, ACE, Editor

The Resort

A History Of Forgetting

After running into Baltasar Frías, Emma and Noah gain a deeper understanding of what happened at the
Oceana Vista when he shares the origins of the resort and its eccentric owner.

Taichi Erskine, Editor

Rick And Morty

Night Family

Rick lets the family use his new device and it becomes a horror show.

Lee Harting, ACE, Editor

Schmigadoon!

Bells And Whistles

While Josh spends time on the run with Topher and the tribe, Melissa explores Schmicago looking for clues
and uncovers a family secret.

Matthew Freund, Editor

Schmigadoon!

Something Real

After Josh and Melissa realize they need to find a happy ending for everyone, they try to make that happen
—with unintended consequences.

Liza Cardinale, ACE, Editor

The Sex Lives Of College Girls

Dopplebanger

Leighton tracks down her hot doppelgänger. Bela attempts to win over a famous comedian while being his
temporary assistant. Whitney has to work on a group project with the grumpy, smart but hot student.
Kimberly helps Lila on her interview for a management position at Sips.

Iris Hershner, Editor



The Sex Lives Of College Girls

Winter Is Coming

While grappling with their new status as campus narcs, Bela starts an all-female comedy mag, Whitney
embarks on the soccer off-season, and Kimberly explores ways to make up for her lost scholarship – with
unexpected help from Leighton.

Mat Greenleaf, Editor

She-Hulk: Attorney At Law

A Normal Amount Of Rage

Jen Walters world is turned upside down after a freak accident leaves her with superpowers.

Jamie Gross, Editor
Stacey Schroeder, ACE, Editor
Zene Baker, ACE, Editor

She-Hulk: Attorney At Law

Ribbit And Rip It

She-Hulk represents Leap-Frog who was injured due to a malfunction in his custom-made super suit.

Jamie Gross, Editor

Shrinking

Closure

Season finale. As Brian's wedding approaches, Alice takes issue with how Jimmy is living his life. Liz learns
a secret.

Peggy Tachdjian, ACE, Editor

Shrinking

Coin Flip

Jimmy, a therapist mourning his wife, takes a more proactive approach with his patients in the hopes that
helping them will help himself.

James Renfroe, Editor

Single Drunk Female

Darby

At Olivia's baby shower, Sam is forced to accept that she needs a new sponsor but doesn't hit it off with
Olivia's suggestion; Carol visits Felicia and the two discover they have more in common than they thought.

Gina Hirsch, Editor

So Help Me Todd

Are You There Todd? It's Me, Margaret.

With Margaret sick in bed, Todd has to step up and take over an important arbitration case. Margaret
consults with Gus for help and they share an electrifying first kiss. Allison and Margaret's divorces are
finalized, but when Margaret returns home, she finds that Harry, her ex-husband, is back!

Eric Lea, Editor



Solar Opposites

Hululand

A family of aliens move to middle America, where they debate whether life is better there or on their home
planet.

Nick Reczynski, Supervising Editor

Somebody Somewhere

Keys Phone Cash ID

While on their way to Wichita, Sam and Tricia finally tell Mary Jo why they’re temporarily moving her from
the care facility. After accidentally blowing his own cover stalking Brad, Joel opens up about his personal
crisis stemming from Fred’s upcoming wedding.

Al Levine, Editor

Somebody, Somewhere

SLS

Sam is a true Kansan on the surface, but, beneath it all, struggles to fit the hometown mould. Grappling
with loss and acceptance, she discovers herself and a community of outsiders who don't fit in but don't
give up.

Sam Seig, ACE, Editor

Sprung

Chapter Nine

Season finale. The heist gets moved up. The crew must keep Congresswoman Tackleberry in a Wi-Fi dead
zone while they deplete her bank account, delaying any email notifications of changed passwords. Jack and
Gloria impersonate FBI agents, tie up Tackleberry’s aide Collin so Jack can replace him as her driver.

William Marrinson, Editor
Lawrence Maddox, ACE, Editor

Star Trek: Lower Decks

The Least Dangerous Game

On a tropical paradise planet, Mariner questions Commander Ransom on how he structures his away team;
Boimler makes a bold career decision.

Andy Maxwell, Editor

Ted Lasso

Mom City

The penultimate episode. An unexpected guest has Ted on the edge. When Richmond heads to Manchester
for a big match, Roy and Keeley become concerned about how Jamie is dealing with going home.

A.J. Catoline, ACE, Editor
Alex Szabo, Editor



Ted Lasso

So Long, Farewell

Season Finale. AFC Richmond play their final match of the season.

Melissa McCoy, ACE, Editor
Francesca Castro, Additional Editor

Tulsa King

Caprice

Dwight takes note of a possible new business opportunity. Later, a routine errand has an explosive,
unexpected outcome. Stacy opens up to Dwight about what led her to Tulsa.

Amy Colla, Editor

Tulsa King

Go West, Old Man

Dwight, blindsided by the news that his mob family has nothing left for him in New York, is sent to Tulsa,
Oklahoma. As he settles in and surveys his new surroundings, Dwight wastes no time making new
associates.

Jonny Converse, Editor
Sidney Wolinsky, ACE, Editor

Unprisoned

Nigrescence

Paige, Edwin, and Finn take a trip to their ancestral home in rural Alabama, where there’s much more
going on than meets the eye.

Bryan Irving, Editor

Unstable

Unstable

Reeling from a tragedy, Ellis struggles to focus at work as a major project looms, forcing Anna to reach out
to Ellis' son Jackson for help.

Andrew Doerfer, ACE, Editor
Lawrence Maddox, ACE, Editor

Up Here

Miguel

After an unexpected series of events leaves his plans for the future in tatters, Miguel chases after a new
dream in the high-stakes world of investment banking.

Katie Ennis, Editor



Velma

Fog Fest

As the Crystal Cove Fog Festival nears, Velma struggles to find answers to the town's serial killer problem -
and a date. Then, as Daphne explores feelings for a mysterious stranger, Fred and Norville face off for the
Fog King crown.

Brian Swanson, ACE, Editor

Velma

A Velma In The Woods

After finding themselves trapped in a cave, Velma and Daphne are forced to confront their complicated
relationship. While Fred proves he really does love women for their brains, Gigi vies for Norville's attention.

Erin Hassidim, Editor

Wednesday

A Murder Of Woes

Follows Wednesday Addams' years as a student, as she attempts to master her emerging psychic ability,
thwart a killing spree, and solve the mystery that embroiled her parents. In the season finale, Wednesday
realizes that to fight an ancient evil, she'll need all her friends' help.

Ana Yavari, Editor

Wednesday

Wednesday's Child Is Full of Woe

When a deliciously wicked prank gets Wednesday expelled, her parents ship her off to Nevermore
Academy, the boarding school where they fell in love.

Jay Prychidny, CCE, Editor

Welcome To Flatch

The Headless Horseman

Flatch is ready for some spooky and spirited Halloween celebrations! When a psychic at Barb’s ladies
spooky night influences some big changes and sparks some Flatch romance - dynamics are forever
changed.

Jennifer Barbot, ACE, Editor

Welcome To Flatch

Welcome To (Barb) Flatch

A lot has changed since the documentary crew last checked in on Flatch. Kelly is changing diapers, Cheryl
and Joe are raising baby chickens, and Shrub is courting Beth. In the season premiere episode, Flatch
royalty Barb Flatch herself makes a triumphant return to her hometown to shake things up.

Josh Salzberg, Editor



What We Do In The Shadows

Go Flip Yourself

The mansion gets a makeover.

Yana Gorskaya, ACE, Editor
Dane McMaster, ACE, Editor

Young Rock

Night Of The Chi-Chi's

Bethlehem, 1988: Teenage Dwayne is locked in with his father overnight when Rocky agrees to industrial
clean a restaurant. In 2033, Dwayne feels nostalgia for a vintage arcade game he finds far from home.

Jason Gill, Editor

Young Sheldon

Teen Angst And A Smart-Boy Walk Of Shame

When his business plan bombs, Sheldon embraces failure outside of his comfort zone but succeeds at
everything he tries. Georgie and Mandy struggle as new parents while George and Mary struggle with their
marriage. Missy feels forgotten by everyone and lashes out.

David Helfand, ACE, Editor

End of Category



Outstanding Picture Editing For A Limited Or Anthology Series Or Movie

Accused

Scott's Story

A father confronts the limits of unconditional love when he discovers his own teenage son may be planning
an unimaginable crime.

Kane Platt, Editor

American Horror Stories

Dollhouse

A job interview goes horribly wrong.

Thomas Mitchell, Editor

American Horror Story: NYC

Something's Coming

Mysterious deaths and disappearances ramp up in the city. A doctor makes a frightening discovery, and a
local reporter becomes tomorrow's headline.

Regis Kimble, Editor

Anything's Possible

Anything’s Possible is a delightfully modern Gen Z coming-of-age story that follows Kelsa, a confident high
school girl who is trans, as she navigates through senior year. When her classmate Khal gets a crush on
her, he musters up the courage to ask her out.

Hanna Park, Editor

Beavis And Butt-Head Do The Universe

The dumbest sci-fi movie of all time. After a creative judge sentences them to space camp, a black hole
sends our adolescent heroes 24 years into the modern future where the duo misuse iPhones, embark on a
quest to score, and become targets of the Deep State.

Phil Davis, Editor
Robert James Ashe, Editor

Beef

Figures Of Light

The consequences of their actions leave Danny and Amy in a surreal situation that tests their grasp on
reality.

Nat Fuller, Editor
Laura Zempel, Editor

The Best Man: The Final Chapters

Paradise

Harper is a best man yet again when his friends reunite in paradise for Quentin's impending nuptials;
Jordan, Lance, Murch, Robyn, Candace and Shelby each react differently to Harper's chance to turn
Unfinished Business into a movie.

Kyle Gilman, Editor



Black Bird

The Place I Lie

Jimmy’s mounting fear and paranoia compel him to provoke Larry. McCauley and Miller have a
breakthrough. Larry’s therapist grows concerned.

Rob Bonz, Editor

Black Bird

WhatsHerName

In the aftermath of a prison riot, Jimmy and Larry find themselves with time to learn more about each
other.

Jonathan Alberts, ACE, Editor

Boston Strangler

A true-crime thriller about two female reporters who became the first journalists to connect the Boston
Strangler murders of the 1960s. Loretta McLaughlin and Jean Cole bravely pursued the story at great
personal risk, putting their own lives on the line in their quest to uncover the truth.

Anne McCabe, ACE, Editor

Chloe

There Is A Light

Lonely, Becky spends her life on Chloe’s social media, always on the outside looking in, until the sudden
death of her ex-best friend pulls her into a frenzy to discover the truth behind her death.

Brenna Rangott, Editor

A Christmas... Present

Maggie (Candace Cameron Bure) wants to give her brother, Paul (Paul Fitzgerald), and niece the best
Christmas possible after the death of Paul's wife. Though Maggie’s desire is to aid her brother, his faith and
parenting style help Maggie understand the need for faith and closeness in her own family.

Jeffrey Scott Murphy, MPEG, Editor

Colosseum

The Beastmaster

As the Roman Empire expands, so does the diversity of exotic beasts brought to entertain the Colosseum
crowds. Over a million animals are slaughtered in the arena by trained beastmasters, none more famous
than Carpophorus. But when met with the unprecedented challenge to battle 20 wild creatures, can
Carpophorus survive?

Lewis Albrow, Editor

Cursed Friends

Four friends wake on Halloween and realize the predict-your-future game they played in 2002 is coming
true in disturbing ways. They must band together to help each other escape the wild fates that have turned
their lives upside down. Scariest. Movie. Ever.

John Cason, Editor



Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Bad Meat

After throwing his neighbor off the stench coming from his apartment, Jeff heads to a local bar, where a
stranger takes him up on a tempting offer.

Regis Kimble, Editor

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

The Bogeyman

Glenda, the victims and their families do their best to move forward despite haunting memories, while Jeff
attracts fanfare from behind bars.

Robin August, Editor

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Doin' A Dahmer

Left to live alone after his parents' turbulent divorce, high school senior Jeff breaks routine when he invites
a hitchhiker into his home.

Curtis Thurber, Editor

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

The Good Boy Box

From high school to the Army, Jeff struggles to find stability. While living in his grandmother's house, Jeff
begins targeting young men at gay bars.

Stephanie Filo, ACE, Editor

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story

Silenced

Aspiring model Tony moves to Madison and meets Jeff at a bar, beginning a relationship through
handwritten notes that takes a dark turn.

Taylor Joy Mason, Editor

Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 10: Rock ‘N’ Roll Suicide

Series finale. Daisy Jones & The Six perform to a sold-out crowd at Soldier Field in Chicago. Behind the
scenes there is heartbreak, for Daisy, Billy and Camila, for Karen and Graham and for Eddie. This is the
story of that fateful day- and how their lives were forever changed.

Tyler L. Cook, Editor

Daisy Jones And The Six

Track 6: Whatever Gets You Thru The Night

While a Rolling Stone reporter closely observes Billy and Daisy, the band records their first album. When he
tells Daisy that Billy claims their chemistry is an act, she confronts Billy and they kiss. Camila, feeling shut
out and seeing Daisy as a threat, steps out on Billy with Eddie.

Garret Price, Editor



Dead Ringers

Five

The Mantles visit Susan Parker's twin-filled family to deliver quadruplets. The washed-up writer Rebecca
hired to write a puff piece about the Mantles goes rogue, and instead writes an article that threatens the
future of the new birthing center.

Erica Freed Marker, ACE, Editor

Dead Ringers

One

Meet the Mantle twins. Beverly (updo) is put-together, shy, quiet. Elliot (hair down) is eccentric, sporadic,
emotional. Beverly miscarries again. The twins secretly switch when Beverly is about to examine television
star Genevieve Cotard. Later, Elliott, Beverly and Joseph meet with heiress Rebecca Parker about investing
in their birthing center.

Lisa Lassek, Editor
Affonso Gonçalves, ACE, Editor

Documentary Now!

Soldier Of Illusion Part 1 (1983)

In the early 1980s, a visionary German filmmaker tries to will his magnum opus into existence while
working in the remote, punishing conditions of the Russian Ular mountains.

Micah Gardner, Editor

Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas

Follow Dolly's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique mountain magic.
Throughout the chaos, Dolly finds herself taking a journey guided by the mysterious appearances of her
Three Wise Mountain Men.

Patrick Perry, Editor

Don't Make Me Go

Don’t Make Me Go follows a single father and his reluctant teenage daughter as they embark on an
unforgettable cross country road trip, discovering new levels of their love for each other and the
unexpected twists and turns life has in store.

Paul Frank, Editor

Echoes

Falls

On the run and with nowhere left to hide, Leni and Gina must finally face their past — and each other.

Tuan Quoc Le, Editor



The English

Cherished

Cornelia finally confronts the man who killed her son and new revelations come to light. Love both lost and
found determines a final showdown with irreversible consequences.

Ben Yeates, BFE, Editor
Andy Morrison, BFE, Editor
Frank Frumento, Additional Editor

Entergalactic

Ambitious artist Jabari attempts to balance success and love when he moves into his dream Manhattan
apartment and falls for his next-door neighbor.

Carole Kravetz Aykanian, Editor

Extrapolations

2046: Whale Fall

Rebecca, a marine biologist, strives to connect with a humpback whale (voiced by Meryl Streep) before it’s
too late.

Greg O'Bryant, Editor

Fire Island

A group of queer best friends gather in Fire Island Pines for their annual week of love and laughter, but a
sudden change of events might make this their last summer in gay paradise.

Brian A. Kates, ACE, Editor

Five Days At Memorial

Day One

Hurricane Katrina makes landfall in New Orleans. At Memorial Hospital, the doctors, nurses, and staff tend
to patients and brace for the storm.

Luyen Vu, ACE, Editor

Five Days At Memorial

Day Two

The staff and patients think they’ve made it through the worst—except the waters aren't receding. Reports
of a new crisis circulate.

Colin Rich, Editor
JoAnne Yarrow, ACE, Editor

Fleishman Is In Trouble

The Liver

Seth throws a party.

Josh Beal, ACE, Editor



Fleishman Is In Trouble

Me-Time

Libby learns of previously unknown dimensions to the Fleishman divorce.

Jeffrey M. Werner, ACE, Editor

Fleishman Is In Trouble

This Is My Enjoyment

Toby attends two parties that couldn't be more different; his past housewarming with his wife's terrible
friends and an Israel reunion highlighting how dissimilar they truly are. Libby takes a walk down memory
lane which brings her unexpectedly face to face with Rachel.

Jacquelyn Le, Editor

Florida Man

The Chain

Mike's plans to retrieve the truck hit a snag when Sonny gets involved. In Philly, Iris attends a memorial
service and gets intel on Mike's whereabouts.

Varun Viswanath, ACE, Editor
Jonathan Chibnall, Editor

Florida Man

The Realest Goddamned Place On Earth

Ex-cop Mike seizes an opportunity to pay off his gambling debts and heads to Florida, where he reunites
with his dad and makes a startling discovery.

Jay Deuby, Editor
Varun Viswanath, ACE, Editor

A Friend Of The Family

Mary Ann prepares for a high-stakes showdown; Pete works double time to find Jan, disobeying direct
orders; worn down by fear and secrecy, Jan nears a breaking point.

Joe Murphy, Editor

A Friend Of The Family

Revelation

With Jan home, Bob and Mary Ann take steps toward healing, but as her 16th birthday approaches and the
mission reaches its do-or-die moment, Jan prepares for the worst.

Fabienne Bouville, ACE, Editor
Philip Harrison, ACE, Editor

From Scratch

Aftertastes

In Sicily, family ties usher in new beginnings as the next chapter in Amy and Lino's love story unfolds.

Jim Flynn, ACE, Editor



George & Tammy

The Race Is On

Up and coming singer Tammy Wynette gets a big break when she’s asked to open for her idol, country
legend George Jones. The two have an immediate romantic connection and undeniable musical chemistry,
but their would-be pairing faces a major obstacle: Tammy’s husband Don Chapel.

Katharine McQuerrey, Editor

Goodnight Mommy

Twin brothers arrive at their Mother’s country home to discover her face covered in bandages—the result,
she explains, of recent cosmetic surgery. As her behavior grows increasingly erratic, a horrifying thought
takes root in the boys’ minds: the sinking suspicion that the woman beneath the gauze isn’t their mother.

Michael Taylor, ACE, Editor
Maya Maffioli, Editor

Great Expectations

Episode 4

As London life begins to take its toll, Pip’s immoral work with Jaggers brings Estella shockingly back into
this life.

Fiona DeSouza, Editor

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

Graveyard Rats

A grave robber eyes the riches of a wealthy new arrival to the cemetery, but must survive a maze of
tunnels — and an army of rodents — to secure them.

Michele Conroy, CCE, Editor

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities

The Outside

Longing to fit in at work, awkward Stacey begins to use a popular lotion that causes an alarming reaction,
while an unnerving transformation takes shape.

Cam McLauchlin, Editor

Hocus Pocus 2

It’s been 29 years since someone lit the Black Flame Candle and resurrected the wicked 17th-century
Sanderson sisters, and they are looking for revenge. A live-action comedy and haunting sequel to the
Halloween classic which brings back the delightfully wicked Sanderson sisters for more comedic mayhem.

Julia Wong, ACE, Editor

Hotel For The Holidays

Georgia is manager of NY’s most charming hotel, Hotel Fontaine. She navigates romantic entanglements as
she is caught between the hotel chef and a charming prince staying at the hotel over the holidays. In the
days leading up to Christmas, the hotel's staff and eclectic guests find love, friendship, inspiration.

David B. Thompson, CCE, Editor



Irma Vep

The Ring That Kills

As René’s erratic behavior continues to threaten production, Mira clashes with her agent, Zelda, about the
future of her career – before assuming the role of Irma Vep for the first time. Meanwhile, costume designer
Zoé deals with unusual request from an actor as she attempts to connect with Mira.

François Gedigier, Editor

Irma Vep

The Severed Head

When disillusioned A-list Hollywood actress Mira Harberg arrives in Paris for the coveted role of iconic
villainous Irma Vep in a remake of The Vampires, an encounter with her former lover Laurie reignites
dormant passions. Meanwhile, the project’s director René Vidal struggles as production woes threaten to
derail his vision.

Marion Monnier, Editor

Kaleidoscope

White (The Heist)

A master criminal and his crew hatch an elaborate scheme to break into a secure vault, but are forced to
pivot when things don't go according to plan.

Gary Levy, ACE, Editor

Kaleidoscope

Yellow (6 Weeks Before The Heist)

Leo assembles a team to steal billions in bonds from an impenetrable vault in New York City. The first task:
Secure seed money in the Diamond District.

Ken Eluto, ACE, Editor

The Last Kingdom: Seven Kings Must Die

In the wake of King Edward's death, Uhtred of Bebbanburg and his comrades adventure across a fractured
kingdom in the hopes of uniting England at last.

Adam Green, Editor

The Last Thing He Told Me

Sanctuary

A woman must forge a relationship with her teenage stepdaughter in order to find her husband, who has
mysteriously disappeared.

Trevor Baker, Editor
Connor Davis, Editor



Linked By Love

Old Recipe, New Flavor

Transplantation, family, and the complicated world of Black Americans in their history with the medical
establishment are all explored in this funny, poignant, and sometimes harrowing story of family, love, and
second chances.

Paul Millet, MPEG, Editor

Little America

The 9th Caller

A Sri Lankan immigrant enters a Texas-sized contest to win a new car. As exhaustion sets in, she recalls
her fraught relationship with her father.

Darrin Navarro, ACE, Editor

Little America

The Indoor Arm

Season Finale. A woman from El Salvador who is an amputee adjusts to living in Beverly Hills and struggles
to connect with sister's new life.

Susan E. Kim, Editor

Little America

Paper Piano

An Afghan piano prodigy seeking asylum in NYC fights to bring his mother to the US and reconnect with his
passion.

William Turro, ACE, Editor

Love & Death

Do No Evil

Following a grisly struggle, Candy attempts to go about her day as normal, while Allan grows concerned
when his repeated calls to Betty go unanswered.

Amy E. Duddleston, ACE, Editor

Love & Death

Ssssshh

Despite Don’s concerns about her mental clarity, Candy testifies that she feared for her life. As they await
the verdict, Pat tells Candy their lives will never be the same.

Ben Lester, ACE, Editor

Love Accidentally

Alexa and Jason are competing for a position at an advertising firm when their partners break up with
them. Alexa mistakenly texts Jason, and they start a phone-only relationship. When they meet and the
truth comes out, will true love prevail?

Randy Carter, Editor



Meet Cute

Sheila discovers a nail salon tanning bed is a time machine and travels back to make her boyfriend more
perfect, unaware of how meddling in the past could ruin the future.

Christopher Donlon, Editor

Mike

Desiree

An 18 year old honor student from a small town in Rhode Island named Desiree Washington accuses Mike
of rape.

Tamara Luciano, Editor

Mike

Monster

Cus D'amato discovers Mike at 13, gives him discipline, extremely honed skills and an ego, transforming
Mike into the youngest Heavyweight Champion of all time. But at what cost?

Rex Lowry, Editor
Kirk Baxter, ACE, Editor

Mrs. Davis

Great Gatsby 2001: A Space Odyssey

With the Lazarus Shroud secured, Simone and Celeste set sail on a perilous journey in pursuit of the Holy
Grail; Wiley receives an unexpected offer from Mrs. Davis that could rewrite his future.

Antonia de Barros, Editor

Mrs. Davis

A Great Place To Drink To Gain Control Of Your Drink

Simone and Wiley's hunt for Clara, the red-haired woman, leads them to an enigmatic new source and
together they uncover the dangerous truth about their connection to her.

Andrew Behrens, Editor

Mrs. Davis

Mother Of Mercy: The Call Of The Horse

A nun is forced to leave her quiet life at a convent when an all-powerful artificial intelligence known as Mrs.
Davis enlists her to complete an epic quest.

Philip Fowler, Editor

Mrs. Davis

Zwei Sie Piel Mit Seitung Sie Wirtschaftung

As she contemplates participating in the outrageous quest given to her by Mrs. Davis, Simone discovers
that her ex-boyfriend, Wiley, is now part of an underground resistance devoted to destroying the all-
powerful AI.

Henk van Eeghen, Editor



Ms. Marvel

Crushed

Kamala and Bruno explore the source of her newfound powers just in time for a perilous adventure.

Emma McCleave, Editor
Sushila Love, Editor

Ms. Marvel

Generation Why

Kamala Khan attends Avengercon only to discover that she herself might have superpowers.

Nona Khodai, ACE, Editor
Sabrina Plisco, ACE, Editor

My Best Friend's Exorcism

In this darkly comedic horror-thriller set in 1988, teen best friends Abby (Elsie Fisher) and Gretchen
(Amiah Miller) grapple with an otherworldly demon that takes up residence in Gretchen’s body.

Brad Turner, Editor

Obi-Wan Kenobi

Part V

Imperial forces attempt to draw Obi-Wan out.

Nicolas De Toth, ACE, Editor

Obi-Wan Kenobi

Part VI

The epic conclusion to the series delivers a climactic lightsaber battle between Darth Vader (Anakin
Skywalker) and Kenobi, the redemption of Order 66 survivor turned Inquisitor Reva, and an emotional
goodbye with young Princess Leia.

Kelley Dixon, ACE, Editor
Josh Earl, ACE, Editor

On A Wing And A Prayer

In this extraordinary true story of faith and survival, On a Wing and a Prayer follows passenger Doug
White’s (Dennis Quaid) harrowing journey to safely land a plane and save his entire family from
insurmountable danger, after their pilot dies unexpectedly mid-flight.

Jeff W Canavan, Editor
Jonathan Brayley, Editor
Billy Weber, Editor

The Patient

The Cantor's Husband

For Sam, an unexpected decision shows progress towards his goals, but Dr. Strauss demands even more.

Amanda Pollack, ACE, Editor
Kate Sanford, ACE, Editor



Paul T. Goldman

The Warrior

With the show’s release approaching, Paul is presented with a new perspective that challenges his story.

Danny Scharar, Editor
Jody McVeigh-Schultz, Editor

The People We Hate At The Wedding

In this hilariously raunchy comedy, dysfunctional American siblings Alice and Paul along with their ever-
optimistic mom, are invited to the British wedding of their estranged half-sister Eloise as a chance to
reconnect as – more or less – adults, and learn to love each other like they once did.

Wendy Greene Bricmont, ACE, Editor

The Portable Door

Interns Paul and Sophie discover that their employers at a mysterious London firm are attempting to
disrupt the world of magic with their unconventional business practices.

Geoff Lamb, Editor

Praise This

A young woman with dreams of being a superstar joins an underdog Atlanta choir praise team in the lead
up to the national competition.

David Moritz, ACE, Editor
R.C. Fill, Editor

Prey

An all-new action-thriller set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago and the newest entry in the Predator
franchise about a young woman, a highly-skilled warrior, who stalks a highly-evolved alien predator with a
technically advanced arsenal, resulting in a terrifying showdown between the two adversaries.

Angela M. Catanzaro, ACE, Editor
Claudia Castello, Editor

Purple Hearts

An aspiring singer-songwriter named Cassie and a Marine named Luke, agree to get married in order to
receive military benefits and pay their debts.

Ishai Setton, ACE, Editor

Reality

June 3, 2017. Twenty-five-year-old is confronted at her home by the FBI – a cryptic conversation begins
and soon her life starts to unravel. As more details of Reality’s life are revealed, a complex portrait
emerges of an American millennial, yoga teacher, and veteran under siege.

Jennifer Vecchiarello, Editor
Ron Dulin, Editor

Reno 911!: It's A Wonderful Heist

It’s Holiday Season in Reno, and Lieutenant Dangle wishes he’d never been born. With the help of a roller
skating Angel, he learns how much better the lives of the other deputies would be if he never existed. Will
he decide to live on anyway? There’s Christmas criminals to catch!

Christian Hoffman, ACE, Editor
Ian Kornbluth, Editor



Run Sweetheart Run

After what begins as dinner with a client, a single mom (Ella Balinska) finds herself hunted by a monstrous
and seemingly unstoppable assailant (Pilou Asbæk) in this terrifying dark thriller.

Dominic Laperriere, Editor

Samaritan

Thirteen year old Sam Cleary suspects that his mysteriously reclusive neighbor is actually the legendary
vigilante Samaritan, who was reported dead 25 years ago. With crime on the rise and the city on the brink
of chaos, Sam makes it his mission to coax his neighbor out of hiding.

Matt Evans, Editor
Peter Beaudreau, Editor

Shotgun Wedding

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, Til Death Do Us Part takes on a whole new meaning in this hilarious, adrenaline-fueled adventure
as Darcy and Tom must save their loved ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Doc Crotzer, ACE, Editor
Ulysses Guidotti, Additional Editor

Sick

While quarantining at her family’s lake house during the pandemic, Parker and her best friend are
threatened by an unexpected visitor.

Andrew Drazek, Editor

A Small Light

Legacy

With the end of the war in sight, Miep fights to keep Otto’s business running, hoping the Franks will return
home. After the Allies liberate Amsterdam, Miep and Jan dedicate themselves to finding the Franks and the
other Jewish residents of The Annex.

Nicole Artzer, Editor

A Small Light

Pilot

Miep Gies, a young, carefree secretary, agrees to help her boss Otto Frank hide his family after the Nazis
invade Holland. Summoning courage she didn’t know she had, Miep faces her first task: getting Otto’s
teenage daughter Margot past a Gestapo checkpoint.

Susan E. Kim, Editor

A Small Light

What Can Be Saved

Miep and Jan’s worst fear comes true when the Nazis raid The Annex. Refusing to lose hope, Miep is
determined to save the Franks and others at any cost, even if it means confronting the enemy head-on.

Lynarion Hubbard, Editor



Somebody I Used To Know

On a trip to her hometown, workaholic Ally (Alison Brie) reminisces with her first love Sean (Jay Ellis), and
starts to question everything about the person she's become. Things get more confusing when she meets
Sean's fiancé, Cassidy (Kiersey Clemons), who reminds her of the person she used to be.

Ernie Gilbert, Editor

Something From Tiffany's

Life – like love – is full of surprises and unexpected gifts. In the holiday romance Something From
Tiffany’s, one woman’s life is forever changed by an engagement ring meant for someone else.

Casey Brooks, Editor

A Spy Among Friends

Vodka

Elliott rattles Blunt’s cage to make him panic and then follows him to a clandestine meeting in the middle
of the night.

Edel McDonnell, Editor

Swarm

Running Scared

Dre’s attempt to see Ni’Jah play at Bonnaroo is thwarted when she befriends a bunch of white girls and
falls under the spell of their charismatic leader, Eva.

Franky Guttman, Editor

Swarm

Stung

The origin story of an obsessed fan, Dre, who takes her love of pop star Ni'jah to killing extremes. This is
the pilot.

Sharidan Sotelo, ACE, Editor

This Is Going To Hurt

Episode 1

Junior doctor Adam juggles his personal life with his hectic job on the labour ward. In the chaos of the
ward, he makes his first big mistake.

Selina Macarthur, Editor

Tiny Beautiful Things

Love

After Danny delivers shocking news, Rae reveals who dropped off the missing money - leading Clare to
bring her on a road trip to Clare's childhood home. In the past, Clare races to get Lucas to the hospital for
Frankie's last days.

Garret Price, Editor



Transatlantic

The Wilderness

Two Americans and their allies form a rescue operation in 1940 Marseille to help artists, writers and other
refugees fleeing Europe during World War II. Transatlantic is inspired by the true story of Varian Fry, Mary
Jayne Gold and the Emergency Rescue Committee.

Gesa Jäger, Supervising Editor
Jamin Benazzouz, Editor
Julia Kovalenko, Editor
Barbara Gies, Editor

The Watcher

Welcome, Friends

Soon after the Brannock family moves into their dream home, they receive a threatening letter from a
mysterious sender — and suffer an unexpected loss.

Lisa Trulli, ACE, Editor

Weird: The Al Yankovic Story

Daniel Radcliffe is Weird Al Yankovic in the unexaggerated true story about the greatest musician and sex
symbol of our time. With Evan Rachel Wood, Rainn Wilson, and an A-list cast of thousands.

Jamie Kennedy, ACE, Editor

Welcome To Chippendales

An Elegant, Exclusive Atmosphere

Indian immigrant Somen Steve Banerjee works at a gas station and dreams of being the next Hugh Hefner.
A chance encounter with a Playboy centerfold and her promoter husband sends his business plan in a new
direction, and choreographer Nick De Noia brings it to life.

David Dean, Editor
David Berman, Editor

Welcome To Chippendales

Paper Is Paper

Nick's success on the road infuriates Steve, who turns to Ray to spy on him. As Steve reaches his breaking
point with Nick, Irene reaches hers with her husband.

David Dean, Editor

White House Plumbers

Don't Drink The Whiskey At The Watergate

Hunt, Liddy, and a misfit team of Cubans and Americans attempt to plant bugs in the Democratic National
Committee headquarters in the Watergate Office Building -- four times.

Steven Rasch, ACE, Editor
Erick Fefferman, Additional Editor



White House Plumbers

True Believers

While serving prison time over their refusal to cooperate with Watergate prosecutors, Hunt and Liddy's
friendship reaches a breaking point.

Grady Cooper, Editor
Jon Merchen, Editor

White House Plumbers

The Writer's Wife

As the FBI investigation over the Watergate break-in closes in on Hunt and Liddy, Hunt's CIA-trained wife,
Dorothy, takes charge over disbursing the illegal hush money to the team.

Roger Nygard, ACE, Editor
Erick Fefferman, Additional Editor

The Witcher: Blood Origin

Of Ballads, Brawlers, and Bloodied Blades

A tavern brawl puts Éile on a collision course with destiny, emotions get the best of Fjall after a close call,
and a royal betrayal leads to bloodshed.

Jo Smyth, Editor

End of Category



Outstanding Picture Editing For Variety Programming

AFI Life Achievement Award: A Tribute To Julie Andrews

The AFI Life Achievement Award – celebrates Julie Andrews with special appearances by Carol Burnett,
Steve Carell, Dick Van Dyke, Gwen Stefani, a moving musical performance by Cynthia Erivo and a sing-
along reunion with the cast of The Sound Of Music.

Michael Polito, Editor
Linda Arellano, Editor
John Cox, Editor

Alex Borstein: Corsets & Clown Suits

Alex Borstein: Corsets & Clown Suits is a deeply personal and wildly fictitious account of one woman’s
attempt to challenge perceptions. Borstein’s self-penned performance showcases her captivating form of
storytelling with the help of her muse and maestro, Barcelona-native musicians, Eric Mills and Salva Rey.

Tim Streeto, ACE, Editor
Zana Bochar, Editor

Andrew Schulz: Infamous

Andrew Schulz delivers his latest comedy special Infamous, a daring, raw performance filmed during his 10
month sold-out' Infamous Tour at The Paramount in Austin, TX.

Chifftie, Editor
Mark Gagnon, Editor
AlexxMedia, Editor
Andrew Schulz, Editor

Atsuko Okatsuka: The Intruder

Comedian and actress Atsuko Okatsuka brings her brand of ingenious, offbeat storytelling to Brooklyn,
where she dishes on the futile art of impressing teenagers, attending a Magic Mike Live show with her
grandmother, and the alarming reactions that she and her husband had to the unwanted presence of an
intruder.

Wilbur Ditullio, Editor

Beauty And The Beast: A 30th Celebration

In honor of the 30th anniversary of the animated classic, this animated and live-action blended special
showcases the fan-favorite movie, along with new musical performances, sets and costumes inspired by
the classic story.

James Collett, Editor
Guy Harding, Editor
Tom Muschamp, Editor
Tim Perniciaro, Editor

Bill Burr: Live At Red Rocks

Comedian Bill Burr sounds off on cancel culture, feminism, getting bad reviews from his wife and a life-
changing epiphany during a fiery stand-up set.

Ricky Cruz, Editor
Martin Barnes, Editor



A Black Lady Sketch Show

My Love Language Is Words Of Defamation

Podcast spotlights true crimes against the culture; The Black Lady Courtroom hears a case from a repeat
offender; Queen and her knights trade medieval secrets; Waitress serves backhanded compliments; Chris
is asked to save a doomed space mission; The actor behind Shanitra the bailiff wants to go back to college.

Stephanie Filo, ACE, Supervising Editor
Malinda Zehner Guerra, Editor
Taylor Joy Mason, Editor

Bono & The Edge: A Sort Of Homecoming With Dave Letterman

U2’s Bono and the Edge invite Dave Letterman to Dublin for a live performance of their greatest songs,
stripped back and reimagined. This is a concert movie, a travel adventure, and the story of one of the most
remarkable friendships in the history of rock and roll.

Jason Zeldes, Editor
Oscar Vasquez, Editor
Mark Harrison, Editor
Alan Lowe, Editor

Carol Burnett: 90 Years Of Laughter + Love

Paying tribute to a beloved national icon, Carol Burnett: 90 Years of Laughter + Love celebrates Carol
Burnett’s legendary career; featuring performances and appearances by Cher, Julie Andrews, Ellen
DeGeneres, Billy Porter, Steve Carell, Amy Poehler, Jane Lynch, Kristen Wiig, Vicki Lawrence, Maya
Rudolph, Katy Perry, and more.

Mike Polito, Additional Editor
Timothy Schultz, Offline Editor
John Francis, Online Editor

Crank Yankers

Bobby Brown, Heidi Gardner & Jimmy Kimmel

Crank Yankers features actual crank calls made by show regulars and celebrity guests and re-enacted
onscreen by puppets for a visual aid to show the viewer what is happening in the call.

Todd Bishop, Editor
Peter Daucsavage, Editor
John Mason, Editor



The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Jordan Klepper Shows Trump Supporters January 6th Hearing Clips

Jordan Klepper covers the Trump Freedom Tour in Mississippi, getting supporters’ reactions to the January
6th hearings and its scandalized legal proceedings. Trevor discusses the Supreme Court allowing concealed
guns in NY and interviews Elliot Page on how his trans identity was incorporated into his character in The
Umbrella Academy.

Storm Choi, Editor
Eric Davies, Editor
Tom Favilla, Editor
Lauren Beckett Jackson, Editor
Nikolai Johnson, Editor
Ryan Middleton, Editor
Mark Paone, Editor
Erin Shannon, Editor
Catherine Trasborg, Editor
Einar Westerlund, Editor

Encanto At The Hollywood Bowl

Encanto At The Hollywood Bowl is a concert spectacular that stars the original voice cast of Walt Disney
Animation Studios’ Encanto reuniting at the Hollywood Bowl for a show-stopping concert event featuring
fan-favorite musical numbers from the soundtrack.

Michael Ashley Newhouse, Editor
Reg Wrench, Editor
Nicholas Meddings, Editor

Gabriel Iglesias: Stadium Fluffy

Gabriel Fluffy Iglesias shares details about being a Los Angeles native, a recent attempt at extortion
towards him, and where he holds the record for receiving the highest fine on stage.

Dave Harrison, Editor

Hannah Gadsby: Something Special

A panicky proposal. A novelty wedding cake. A fateful bunny encounter. Hannah Gadsby shares tales of
love and marriage in this feel-good comedy special.

Katie Flaxman, Editor

Hasan Minhaj: The King's Jester

Filmed at the historic Brooklyn Academy of Music, Hasan Minhaj shares his thoughts on fertility,
fatherhood, and freedom of speech.

Cori Wapnowska, Editor

The Hip Hop Nutcracker

Rev Run brings us along for a hip-hop reimagining of The Nutcracker ballet set in New York City. Maria-
Clara embarks on a holiday adventure to bring her parents back together; she finds help along the way
from the magical toymaker, Drosselmeyer, and the Nutcracker, whom she brings to life.

Guy Harding, Lead Editor
Mike Samano, Editor
Russell Santos, Editor
Michael Schultz, Editor



History Of The World, Part II

III

Alexander Graham Bell makes (and receives) a telephone call; Shmuck Mudman gains access to the
politburo; Sigmund Freud teaches psychoanalysis.

Angel Gamboa Bryant, Editor
Stephanie Filo, ACE, Editor
Daniel Flesher, Editor
George Mandl, Editor

Homeward Bound A Grammy Salute To The Songs Of Paul Simon

Paul Simon gets a tribute special featuring 14 performances of his greatest hits (Garth Brooks, Sting,
Bonnie Raitt, Stevie Wonder) and an emotional performance by Simon and Rhiannon Giddens (American
Tune).

Booey Kober, Lead Editor
Jon Regul, Editor

The Jason Lee Show

Cardi B Talks Marriage To Offset, Cosmetic Surgery, Takeoff's Death & More

Jason Lee keeps listeners on the pulse of pop culture while bringing stars in for candid conversations that
bring truths to their latest stories. During his conversation with Cardi B, she Talks Marriage to Offset,
Cosmetic Surgery, Takeoff's Death & more.

Ariel Martinez, Editor
Jonathan Cuartas, Editor

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

20th Anniversary Special

Jimmy celebrates 20 years of Jimmy Kimmel Live by interviewing himself in 2003, and reuniting the show's
first ever guests: George Clooney and Snoop Dogg. Plus Coldplay performs an amazing rendition of Clocks
- the same song they performed on Kimmel’s first episode.

Jason Bielski, Senior Editor
Kevin McCullough, Editor
Brian Marsh, Editor
Matt Williams, Editor
Andy Schrader, Editor

Jimmy O. Yang: Guess How Much?

Jimmy O. Yang is back and better than ever in his follow up comedy special Guess How Much? where the
actor/comedian talks about BTS, love languages, loser friends and negotiating with his Asian parents.

Brenda Carlson, Editor

Jo Koy: Live From The Los Angeles Forum

Jo Koy takes the stage at the iconic Los Angeles Forum. Jo gushes about his relationship with his teenage
son along with sharing the struggles of living with sleep apnea and more.

Cori Wapnowska, Editor



John Mulaney: Baby J

A chaotic intervention. An action-packed stay in rehab. After a weird couple of years, John Mulaney comes
out swinging in his return to the stage.

Kelly Lyon, ACE, Editor

Jon Stewart: The Kennedy Center Mark Twain Prize For American Humor

Jon Stewart is awarded with the Mark Twain Prize for American Humor at the John F. Kennedy Center for
Performing Arts in Washington D.C. Featuring Dave Chappelle, Steve Carell, John Oliver, Stephen Colbert,
Ed Helms, Olivia Munn, Samantha Bee, Bassem Youssef, Jon Meacham, Jimmy Kimmel, Pete Davidson and
Bruce Springsteen.

Guy Harding, Editor
Charles A Kramer, Editor
Brian Forbes, Editor
Brad Gilson, ACE, Editor

Kathleen Madigan: Hunting Bigfoot

Comedian Kathleen Madigan delivers another great hour of stand up focusing on her family, the Road, the
Midwest, boxed wine and her plan of action if she were to hit a Bigfoot.

Sean Hubbert, Supervising Editor

45th Kennedy Center Honors

The 45th Kennedy Center Honors celebrating esteemed honorees George Clooney, U2, Gladys Knight, Amy
Grant, and Tania León. With the President and First Lady in attendance, a star studded cast paid tribute to
the Honorees through heartfelt stories, moving performances and poignant testimonies.

Mike Polito, Editor
John Zimmer, Editor
Kari Heavenrich, Editor
Jef Huey, Editor

The Last Last Late Late Show With James Corden Carpool Karaoke Special

James celebrates the end of his run as host of The Late Late Show with one final carpool with Adele, one
final stunt with Tom Cruise and a look back at some of the show’s greatest moments.

Brad Conlin, Editor
Benjamin Stout, Editor
Tom Jarvis, Editor
David LaMattina, Editor
Jocelyn Gomez, Editor
Joe Rogan, Editor
Guy Harding, Editor

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Homeowners Associations (Segment)

John Oliver discusses homeowners associations, the surprising power they have, and how to tell if a tree is
tree-shaped.

Anthony Miale, ACE, Senior Editor



Last Week Tonight With John Oliver

Museums (Segment)

John Oliver discusses why some prestigious museums contain so many stolen goods; plus, a disastrous
start for the Liz Truss era in the UK.

Ryan Barger, Senior Editor

Late Night With Seth Meyers

Day Drinking With Lizzo (Segment)

Day Drinking with Lizzo is featured. Seth and Lizzo meet, pound shots, and make each other laugh to the
point of collapse. Highlight: Lizzo sees one of our writers wearing a covid mask and believes he is Paul
Rudd. His mask coming down is the reveal of the century.

Devon Schwab, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Daniels Cold Open (Segment)

Daniels, the directing duo behind Everything Everywhere All at Once, agreed to create a brand new
opening credits sequence for The Late Show and save the show!

Andrew Matheson, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Severance (Segment)

Stephen loves everything about the hit show, Severance, except for the fact that he didn't get to star in the
show. Luckily we found all of his scenes that were left on the cutting room floor, so you can enjoy his
performance alongside the show's real stars.

Jason Baker, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Steven Spielberg & John Williams (Segment)

Stephen Colbert’s conversation with Hollywood icons Steven Spielberg and John Williams continues with a
discussion of how Williams’ music plays an integral role in each of Spielberg’s films, in particular Jaws and
Close Encounters of the Third Kind.

Rachel Whitaker, Editor

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Ted Lasso Cold Open (Segment)

The cast of Ted Lasso gives Stephen a pre-show pep talk. Special thanks to Jason Sudeikis, Brendan Hunt,
Phil Dunster, Cristo Fernández, Toheeb Jimoh, Kola Bokinni and Hannah Waddingham for helping Stephen
Colbert get back out on the pitch for tonight’s show!

Amanda Sprecher, Editor



Library Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song: Joni Mitchell

This special traces the incredible career of Joni Mitchell with performances by many of the artists (James
Taylor, Graham Nash, Brandi Carlile) who shared their lives and their music with Joni both before and after
her brain aneurysm in 2015. The show culminates with two remarkable performances by Joni herself.

Booey Kober, Editor

Lil Rel Howery: I Said It. Y’all Thinking It.

Actor and comedian Lil Rel Howery brings his signature storytelling style and spot-on impressions to the
Chicago Theater, delivering a uniquely hilarious set focused on real, everyday issues such as fame,
fatherhood, and therapy – and performs sharp satirical takes on prominent figures in pop culture and
beyond.

Gerrad A. Holtz, Editor

Lizzo: Live In Concert

It's about damn time to party with superstar Lizzo as she brings down the house at LA's iconic Kia Forum
for a night full of positivity, laughs, and love - reminding us all what it means to be 100% that bitch.

Dom Whitworth, Lead Editor
Reg Wrench, Lead Editor
Hamish Lyons, Editor
Rupa Rathod, Editor
Ben Wainwright-Pearce, Editor

Marc Maron: From Bleak To Dark

Comedian and podcaster Marc Maron tackles topics including getting older, antisemitism, faith, and his
thoughts on having children – especially during the pandemic. Darkly funny and fearless, this comedy
special showcases the long-established comedian's deeply-layered cynicism as he deftly weaves humor and
ire into his signature style of storytelling.

Gerrad A. Holtz, Editor

Miley Cyrus: Endless Summer Vacation (Backyard Sessions)

Miley Cyrus takes the stage in this performance of her eighth studio album, Endless Summer Vacation. The
cinematic, one-of-a-kind performances are threaded together with exclusive interviews where she provides
insight to her new album and the person she is today.

Brendan Walter, Editor

Mo'Nique: My Name Is Mo'nique

From staring down a racist teacher to her grandmother's sex warning, Mo'Nique spills all in this stand-up
comedy special.

Leslie Small, Editor

Monumental: Ellie Goulding At Kew Gardens

Ellie Goulding performs at Kew Gardens, the largest, most diverse botanic garden in the world. She
performs tracks from her fifth studio album Higher Than Heaven and some of her greatest hits. In an
exclusive interview with Roman Kemp, Goulding reflects on her life, activism, and the urgency of
environmentalism.

David Jakubovic, Editor
Salia Hovanec, Editor



Nate Bargatze: Hello World

Comedian Nate Bargatze delivers his family friendly take on a variety of topics including disadvantages of
being the first born, the challenges of playing golf with your wife, and what happens when a bald eagle
touches your head.

Sean Hubbert, Supervising Editor
Anna Christie, Editor

A Night Of Georgia Music

A Night Of Georgia Music was conducted by Ward Stare and features R.E.M. founding member Mike Mills,
violin soloist Robert McDuffie, former Allman Brothers Band member and current Rolling Stones
keyboardist Chuck Leavell, performing alongside students of Mercer University’s Robert McDuffie Center for
Strings.

Mark Maness, Supervising Editor
Benjamin Walter, Editor

Nikki Glaser: Good Clean Filth

Comedian and actress Nikki Glaser takes on a range of topics in her brutally-honest yet conversational
style. Whether she’s dishing about sex, outlining the do’s and dont’s of dating, or oversharing about her
(not-so-private) parts, Glaser delivers an hour of unapologetic and no-holds-barred comedy around topics
often considered taboo.

Sean Hubbert, Supervising Editor
Elise Gowkowski, Editor

Norman Lear: 100 Years Of Music & Laughter

The one-night-only celebration honoring the life and legacy of the famed producer featuring intimate
conversations, special performances and surprise reunions that pay homage to the man behind some of
television's greatest stories in celebration of his 100th birthday.

James Collett, Editor
Todd Batstone, Editor
Chester Contaoi, Editor
Angus Emmerson, Editor
Brad Gilson, Editor
Bill Miller, Editor
Tim Perniciaro, Editor

Patton Oswalt: We All Scream

Patton riffs on the hazards of aging, his failed shutdown plans and the day his wife turned into a Valkyrie in
this stand-up special.

Michael Schultz, Editor

Pause With Sam Jay

I Know Why The Caged Homie Sings

Sam grapples with what the prison industrial complex did to her family and how losing her brother to it
changed everything.

Blake Gingerich, Editor
Tonieh Kaikor Ellis, Editor

Personality Crisis: One Night Only

A portrait of David Johansen from Martin Scorsese and David Tedeschi.

David Tedeschi, Editor



The Problem With Jon Stewart

Searching For Allies

Jon heads to Europe on an urgent diplomatic mission to see who’s with us, who’s against us…and who
makes the best pastries.

James DeLuca, Editor
Grace Kline, Editor
Jackie Soriano, Editor

Random Acts Of Flyness

The Second Dimension: XXXX Finna Hafta Teach You Swine Lovers The Prayer

Terence’s wound Mandy is maaaaad loud – and has been talking out of pocket to Najja – so Terence
attempts to silence that dude… forever. Najja prepares for the ritual to end, or begin, all rituals – which
apparently requires a very specific hat.

Jonathan Proctor, Editor
Terence Nance, Editor

2022 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

Celebrating this year's inductees - highlights included P!nk inducting Dolly Parton; Robert Downey
inducting Duran Duran; Lenny Kravitz inducting Lionel Richie; Eminem performing with Ed Sheeran and
Steven Tyler; Olivia Rodrigo's Carly Simon tribute; Judas Priest; Pat Benatar; and the finale: Dolly, Brandi
Carlile, P!nk, Rob Halford, and Simon LeBon.

Bill DeRonde, Supervising Editor
James Collett, Editor
Guy Harding, Editor

Sarah Silverman: Someone You Love

This is a stand-up special of Sarah Silverman’s original comedy material.

Andrew Mendelson, Editor

Saturday Night Live

HBO Mario Kart Trailer (Segment)

The Last Of Us meets Mario Kart in a trailer that follows a cast of characters as they attempt to get
Princess Peach to Rainbow Road and outrun the evil ruler, Bowser.

Ryan Spears, Editor
Christopher Salerno, Editor

Saturday Night Live

Kenan & Kelly (Segment)

Keke Palmer gets Kenan Thompson to reboot the hit Nickelodeon sitcom as Kenan & Kel.

Ryan McIlraith, Editor
Paul Del Gesso, Editor



Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 4

Rihanna’s Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 4 brings you a a seductive fashion fever dream that blends style,
dance, and music with the hypnotic essence of nocturnal nature. Featuring a star-studded cast all wearing
the newest Savage X Fenty looks.

James Collett, Editor
Bill DeRonde, Editor
Guy Harding, Editor

Sebastian Maniscalco: Is It Me?

In a lively stand-up set, Sebastian acts out life’s little agonies, from school drop-offs to off-leash dogs to
date nights with his wife.

Jason Gourson, Editor

South Park The 25th Anniversary Concert

South Park The 25th Anniversary Concert features co-creators Trey Parker and Matt Stone taking the stage
to perform songs from the show's 25-year history. They're also joined by Primus, Ween, and other special
guests.

David List, Editor
Nate Pellettieri, Editor
Guy Harding, Editor
Mark Stepp, Editor
Kari Heavenrich, Editor
Mari Gonzalez, Editor

Stand Out: An LGBTQ+ Celebration

LGBTQ+ comedy legends and emerging talent share the stage for a night of laughter and queer joy hosted
by Billy Eichner.

Kliff Svatos, Editor
Elise Golgowski, Editor
Angel Gamboa Bryant, Editor
Robert "Bob" Garry, Editor

Stephen Colbert Presents Tooning Out The News

CPAC, Adam Pally

Stephen Colbert Presents Tooning Out The News is a late night/variety series featuring a cast of animated
anchors covering the top news stories and interviewing real-world guests.

Thomas Berkley, Supervising Editor
Ted Eschweiler, Editor
Katey Spinner, Editor
Melissa Weiss, Editor

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Plant Dad (Segment)

The Tonight Show starring Jimmy Fallon invited guests Chris Evans and Lord Andrew Lloyd Webber. Andy
Samberg and Jimmy debuted a song about being a plant dad. Toosii performed Favorite Song.

Justin Ulbrich, Editor
Matt Ziegel, Editor



Trevor Noah: I Wish You Would

Comedian Trevor Noah talks learning German, speaking ill of the dead, judging people in horror movies,
dealing with modern communication, and ordering Indian food in Scotland.

Catherine Trasborg, Editor

Wanda Sykes: I’m An Entertainer

Comedian, actress Wanda Sykes, renowned for her social commentary, delivers her wit and candor
audiences have come to know and love.

Ian Kornbluth, Editor

The Weeknd Live At SoFi Stadium

The Weeknd created this visually intense concert featuring his biggest hits and more live at SoFi Stadium
in Los Angeles.

Austin Prahl, Editor

The Wonderful World Of Disney Magical Holiday Celebration

The Wonderful World of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration kicks off the holidays from the parks with
hosts, Derek Hough and Julianne Hough, holiday performances by Black Eyed Peas, Run DMC, Marren
Morris, Meghan Trainor, Becky G, Ne-Yo…plus special guests, family features and a few magical reveals.

Alex Ogden, Editor
Kimberly Brown, Editor
Mike Polito, Editor
James Collett, Editor
John T Davis, Editor
Josh Cregg, Editor
Chester Contaoi, Editor

Would It Kill You To Laugh? Starring Kate Berlant & John Early

Kate Berlant and John Early play celebrities reuniting after a public falling-out at a moderated TV event
interspersed with absurdist sketches of varying characters, from strippers to a family of beavers.

Sophie Corra, Editor
Jonathan Kramer, Editor

Yvonne Orji: A Whole Me

Yvonne Orji returns to the stage offering her point-of-view on the pandemic, estate planning, being the
child of Nigerian immigrants and the brutal realities of dating. With a unique mash-up of stand-up comedy
with scripted vignettes, Orji showcases her range and vulnerability, while also serving as a no-holds-barred
therapy session.

Ernie Gilbert, Editor

Zarna Garg: One In A Billion

Zarna Garg with her unapologetically Indian-Immigrant-mom perspective. Follow her hot takes on
matchmaking, entitled kids, clueless husbands, mean aunties, and tyrannical mother-in-laws!

Brenda Carlson, Editor



Ziwe

Juneteenth

Ziwe explores the commercialization of Juneteenth with Wayne Brady, exchanges gifts with her writers, and
sends a correspondent to go Juneteenth Caroling in New York City to spread holiday cheer.

Glenn Fellman, Editor
Sam Salvodon, Additional Editor
Lena Zakoretskaya, Additional Editor
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